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HIGH ACHIEVERS ASSESSMENT EDITION

High Achievers Assessment edition is a 
multi-level course aimed at ambitious teachers 
who want their teenage students to achieve 
their very best in English. High Achievers 
Assessment edition aims to motivate and 
challenge students at every step of the learning 
process. 

High Achievers Assessment edition has an 
ambitious vocabulary and grammar syllabus 
and contains thorough and regular practice of all 
the key skills – Reading, Listening, Speaking and 
Writing. 

High Achievers Assessment edition has a full 
component package including:

● Student’s Book 

● Workbook  

● Teacher’s Book  

 containing complete teaching notes  
and reference material

● Teacher’s i-book  

 for interactive whiteboards

● Teacher’s Resource Book 

 containing a complete pack of photocopiable 
tests and activities as well as further 
supplementary worksheets

● Teacher’s Audio Material  

 all the audio for the course  

LARGE VOCABULARY SETS

5VOCABULARY         Describing a holiday

FAST FINISHERS Write sentences about your partner’s holiday from exercise 8.

4 Read the brochure again and answer the questions.1 In what ways are the Real Ranch holidays ‘authentic’?
2 Which words (verbs and nouns) can you find related to 

horse riding?
3 What can you do from the top of the TV Tower?
4 What natural beauties can you see in the Swiss Alps?
5 How is your walk in the Alps made less tiring?
6 Why are you likely to receive good tuition in the surf school?
7 What type of people can attend the surfing classes?5 Read Word Zone and find the places and things in the 

text that collocate with the adjectives.breathtaking     iconic     lively     panoramic     spectacular
Collocations
There are lots of adjectives in the texts about places and holidays. They frequently 

collocate (go together) with certain nouns.a thrilling rodeo      a vibrant cultural centre

WORD
ZONE

6 Write five sentences about aspects of your own region, 
choosing from the adjectives below.

cosmopolitan     crowded     magnificent     picturesque     
romantic     unmissable     unspoilt     vast     world famousThe picturesque city centre of Florence is what I liked most.7 Read what the people below said about the holidays. 

Which holidays did they go on?
1 Katie said she hadn’t known there were so many 

awesome things to see and do. She said she wanted to 
go back and buy more handmade T-shirts at the market.

3 Tilly said that the best thing had been passing her riding 
test. She said she had even ridden with a herd of cattle!4 Cameron said that he had walked through the most 

beautiful scenery he had ever seen in his entire life.

2 Ivan said that the staff had made the experience so much 
fun! He added that he wasn’t much of an athlete, but 
they had helped him to ride waves like a professional!

8  Imagine you went on one of the holidays last year. 
Make notes on what you did, where you went and what 
you liked / didn’t like. Then ask and answer questions 
about it in pairs.
What did you do in the surf school?

I learnt to surf and met lots of new people.

9 Complete the advert with these words and phrases.booking     chance     chill out     destination     excursion     
go sightseeing     head home     head to     heritage     
scenery     set off     sign up     take part     wildlife

If you’re looking for a varied holiday, then Kenya is the 
perfect 1 … , with its beautiful 2 … , cities and beaches. Our 
amazing 14-day holiday to Kenya guarantees you a great 
experience.
First, we 3 … on an overland safari to the Samburu 
National Park where you will see some of the world’s most 
spectacular 4 … . Look out for elephants, lions, rhinos and 
much more.
Then we drive you to our activity camp where you can  
5 … in a wide range of exciting activities, challenge yourself 
with a thrilling bungee jump, 6 … for our climbing course, 
or go on an exhilarating whitewater rafting 7 … .
Then we visit the beautiful capital city of Nairobi where 
you can 8 … and pick up bargains in the bustling markets. 
Next, we 9 … the ancient city of Mombasa, with its lively 
port and museums to learn about Kenya’s rich history and 
cultural 10 … . Finally, you have the 11 … to spend two nights 
in a boutique hotel by an exotic sandy beach, improve your 
snorkelling and learn to scuba dive, or just 12 … by the sea 
before you 13 … . 
So make a 14 … now. All dates are still available.

10 Complete these sentences with true information 
about you.
1 When I’m heading home after a holiday, I look forward to …
2 Don’t set off for a trek in the mountains without …
3 The best excursion I have ever been on is …
4 The best place to chill out on holiday is …5 I love the scenery in …6 When you’re in my capital city, make sure you head to …11  Work in pairs. Share your sentences from exercise 

10. Ask your partner for more information. 12 Write more true sentences for you using the words from 
exercise 9.

I’m not really interested in sightseeing. I prefer going shopping 
and sitting in cafés. 

More
practice

C High Adventure ToursEscape the stress of modern life in the spectacular Swiss Alps. When you take part in one of our walking trips, you will experience the magic of flower-filled meadows, breathtaking lakes and forests and fresh mountain air. You’ll be 
staying in traditional Swiss chalets and eating delicious 
Alpine dishes. We offer breaks of three, five or seven-
days. The choice is yours! Our team of drivers will carry 
your luggage to the next hostel, so all you have to do is 
walk and be amazed!

D  Catch a Wave Surf School
Challenge yourself this summer and catch the biggest waves on the west coast of Ireland. County Clare’s coastline is the ideal location to discover nature and enjoy a full-on surfing experience. 

Our expert instructors, including former champions, 
offer professional training for complete beginners and 
experienced surfers who want to improve or perfect their 

skills. We have the wetsuits and surfboards, all you need 
to bring is a spirit of adventure! Stay at our campsite or 
one of our quality B&Bs.Still available – 4 day courses in July and August.
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The Vocabulary lessons contain large numbers of items, both 
revised and new, higher level items, which consolidate and 
extend students’ personal vocabulary. 

EXAM PREPARATION

 

Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 1

LISTENING 

Listening for specific information

ABOUT THE EXAM

In this part of the test, you listen to a monologue and 

complete ten gapped sentences with a word, a number or a 

short phrase from the recording. You should write no more 

than three words in each gap.

1  Look at sentences 1–6 from a boy talking about his 

blog. Match the kind of information missing in A–F. In 

pairs, compare your answers.

1 I’ve had my blog for ... . 

2 I write about … , which is parkour.

3 Another term for parkour is … .

4 The sport came from ... .

5 My readers are mostly ... like me.

6 I tell people about ... to practise in the city. 

A the place of origin

B a location

C a period of time (e.g. three weeks)

D another name for parkour

E a type of person

F a topic (e.g. sport)

2  Now listen and complete the gaps. 

3 Read the Tip. Then look at the Task. For questions 1–10, 

predict what sort of information is missing. 

You have 45 seconds to prepare before you listen. 

Use this time to read the text carefully and decide 

what kind of information is missing. The sentences 

you have to complete are not exactly the same 

as the recording, but you should write the exact 

words that you hear in the gaps.

TIP

NOW YOUR TURN

4  Try the Task. Listen and complete gaps 1–10.

5 Check your answers. Make sure the spelling is correct 

and don’t leave any gaps empty.

6  In pairs, compare your answers. Are any of your 

answers different?

You will hear a woman giving a talk about her work.

My job as a book reviewer

 
Philippa Marsh is the (1) ... of a website that reviews 

books. 

She started writing book reviews about (2) … .

She really enjoyed writing reviews for a newspaper 

because she got (3) … , and could sometimes meet 

authors. 

She then became a book reviewer for newspapers 

and (4) … .

The site is popular and gets a lot of visits from 

readers, (5) … . 

If an author gets angry about a review, she may 

adjust it, or (6) … the website.

The majority of authors like using the website to 

(7) … their books. 

Listeners who are interested in reviewing shouldn’t 

waste their time on (8) … or dull books. 

A reviewer should never give away too much of 

(9) … , or just write a summary of the story.

A review should say if a book is good. According to 

some readers that depends on (10) … of the writing; 

according to others it’s all about the story. 

TASK
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Prepare for the TOEFL Junior® Test Unit 1SPEAKING

Read aloud 

ABOUT THE TEST
In the Speaking section, you have to read a short passage 
aloud. You will have one minute to read the passage to 
yourself. Then you will have one minute to read the passage 
into the microphone.

The Read aloud passage will often include sentences that have two or more parts to them. 
Show you know how to use the correct intonation. 
Both parts usually have a rising-falling intonation, 
with a pause in between. 

TIP 1

1  Read About the test and Tip 1. Then listen to the 
sentences below. Which is the correct intonation 
pattern, A, B, or C?  

A At the moment, / I’m reading a book about travel.
B At the moment, / I’m reading a book about travel.

C At the moment, / I’m reading a book about travel.2  In pairs, practice reading the sentence in exercise 1. 
Use the correct intonation pattern. 

Some conjunctions are part of a longer clause, 
while others are followed immediately by a 
comma, indicating a pause. Show you know the 
correct intonation and where to pause.

TIP 2

3 Read Tip 2. Then, put the conjunctions in the correct 
category. 

As a result of     At the moment     Because of     
Consequently     Since     Therefore     These days

Followed by a comma / pause Part of a longer clause
At the moment,

Because of …

4  Listen and repeat the sentences.1 Because of the bad weather, they stayed in and read 
books. 

2 These days, I read everything on my e-reader. 
3 Since she moved, she hasn’t been to the book club.  NOW YOUR TURN

5  Now do the Task. Listen to and read three 
words that will appear in the paragraph. 
Remember how to pronounce those words.   6  Now read the passage in the Task aloud.

International Reading HabitsWhat kinds of books do you like best? How much time 
do you spend reading every week? An international 
survey recently put these questions to more than 
1,000 people from across the world. As a result of 
the survey, we found out some interesting facts. 
The world’s most popular book genre is the fantasy 
novel; however, poetry books were the least favorite. 
The survey also showed that people in South Korea 
spent the least amount of time reading, just over three 
hours per week, while people in India spent the most 
time reading, nearly 11 hours per week. However, 
the average amount of time spent reading in the 21 
countries surveyed was between five and seven hours 
per week. In this digital age of video games and TV on 
demand, that doesn’t seem too bad.

TASK

International Reading Habitssurvey
genre
majority

 
Comprehensive
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Every unit has Cambridge and TOEFL® exam preparation 
lessons based on the language learnt in the unit.

FAST FINISHERS

34

GRAMMAR              Third conditional | wish about the past

3

Grammar 
presentation

FAST FINISHERS What would you have done if you’d been born with a superpower? Write as many ideas as you can!

We use the third conditional to talk about 
situations that are impossible because it is too late.
If it had rained more, there wouldn’t have been a famine.

Live Aid wouldn’t have happened if Bob Geldof hadn’t 
seen a BBC news report.

What would have happened if Live Aid hadn’t taken place?

T
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Grammar reference page 115
1  Complete the dialogue using the third conditional. 

Then listen and check.

Chloe: Hi, Theo. How’s life at uni?Theo: Terrible.
Chloe: Really? Why?Theo:  Well, if 1 ... (pay) more attention in class, I 2 … (not fail) 

my exams.Chloe: You failed your exams?Theo:  Big time! Also, if I 3 … (not download) all those 
movies and songs, I 4 … (not get) into debt.

Chloe: That’s awful.Theo:  Oh, and I haven’t got anywhere to live next year. I 5 … 
(find) a flat if I 6 … (start) looking earlier.

Chloe: What about your social life?Theo:  I haven’t got a social life! I 7 … (make) more friends if I 
8 … (join) some societies. Chloe: So what are you going to do now?Theo:  I’m going home – but I can’t find my bike. Oh no! It’s 

been stolen!Chloe: Well, if you 9 … (lock) it, nobody 10 … (take) it!2 Rewrite the sentences using the third conditional.1 The charity raised £250,000. Hundreds of people took 
part in the sponsored run.The charity wouldn’t have raised £250,000 if hundreds of 

people hadn’t taken part in the sponsored run.2 Sara saw the film. She hadn’t read the terrible reviews.
3 Hundreds of people drowned. There wasn’t any flood 

protection. 
4 I paid in cash. The shop didn’t accept credit cards.
5 Jake didn’t get the job. He didn’t prepare for the interview.
6 I didn’t give you a present. I didn’t know it was your 

birthday.

3 Look at the situations. What do you think happened as a 
result? Write a third conditional sentence about it.1 Jake was riding his bike. He didn’t see the car stop in 

front of him. 
Jake crashed into the car.Jake wouldn’t have crashed into the car if he had seen it stop.

2 Elisa didn’t feel well. She went to the party.
3 Henry drank three coffees after dinner. He went to bed.
4 Sue made pizza for me. She forgot to turn on the oven.
5 Dan was going to fly to Canada. He forgot his passport.
6 Steve left his phone in the garden. It rained all last night.

More practice? page 148

More
practice

PRONUNCIATION Sentence stress (1)4  Listen and repeat the sentences.1 If I hadn’t gone into that café, we wouldn’t have met.
2 They’d have crashed if Lisa hadn’t seen the  truck.
3 What would you have done if you had lost your money?

5  Work in groups. Ask and answer questions, using 
the prompts below. What would you have done if you ...

 see a car crash this morning?  be been born in the USA? get up late this morning?  develop a fantastic new app? not meet your best friend?  not have school day todayWhat would you have done if you  had seen a car crash this morning?

I would have filmed it on my phone.
We use wish + past perfect to express regrets 
about the past.
I wish the internet had existed 40 years ago!
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Grammar reference page 115
6 Write two sentences about each unfortunate situation. 

Describe a regret about something in the past.1 You got a tattoo.
I wish I hadn’t got a tattoo.If I hadn’t got a tattoo, my parents wouldn’t have been angry. 

2 You can’t get into your house.3 You’ve got a terrible headache.4 You haven’t done your homework.5 It’s dark and you’re freezing cold.6 You’re bored and lonely.

More
practice
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Every High Achievers Assessment edition unit contains four 
varied Fast Finishers to keep stronger students busy. 

WORD ZONE

7VOCABULARY         Art & architecture

FAST FINISHERS Think of three buildings you see on your way to school every day. Write a sentence about each building.

3 Read the text and write the name of the building. 
The buildings may be chosen more than once. Which 
building …
1 ... has detailed patterns carved in the marble?
2 ... is not located on the banks of a river?3 ... uses a contemporary style for the whole building?

4 ... has many works of art and objects? 5 ... is square with wooden supports? 6 ... is still relatively new? 7 ... has more than four million visitors each year? 
8 ... has had two other sections added to it since it opened? 

4 Read the text again and answer the questions.1 Why is titanium suitable for the exterior of a building?
2 How did workers bring the materials to the Taj Mahal?
3 Which world record did the Empire State use to hold? 
4 Why did Shah Jahan want the Taj Mahal to be built? 
5 Apart from tourism, what other function does the 

Empire State Building have?6 What is special about the outside of the Guggenheim?5  In pairs, discuss what information you found most 
interesting in the article.

6 Read Word Zone. Then find more compound adjectives 
in the text. What parts of speech are they made from? 
Can you explain their meaning?

Compound adjectivesWe can combine various types of words to form new adjectives with a different meaning. They are usually hyphenated. world-famous (noun + adjective)long-lasting (adverb + verb)

WORD
ZONE

7 Create compound adjectives from the two boxes. Then 
use them to complete the sentences.brand-     brightly-     multi-     old-     seven-     well-coloured     fashioned     floor     known     new     purpose1 The new office block is only a … building. It isn’t very tall.

2 My parents have just bought a … car. It’s cool to be the 
first people to use it.3 I don’t like that design at all. It’s really … . It’s like it’s from 

the 1980s!
4 The new sports centre is a great … place. It can be used 

for lots of different activities.5 Those … sections of that building are great. They make it 
look really fun and lively.6 Are there any … tourist attractions in your town?

8 Classify the words in the box under the three headings.Materials Architectural style Parts of a building
art-deco     atrium     baroque     beam     chalk     clay     
column     concrete     dome     gothic     limestone     
marble     medieval     modern     neo-classical     
pavilion     tile     titanium     tower     urban

9  In pairs, add more words to each category that you 
know. How many can you think of?10 Choose the best word to fit each gap.

The Sydney Opera House is one of the best-known architectural works of the twentieth century. Construction work began in 1959, and 10,000 workers worked on the building. It eventually opened in 1973. The design is 1 … and 
expressionist, and it looks like a huge 2 … sculpture set at the 

tip of Sydney Harbour. Designed by a Danish architect, each 
section is made up of three 3 … shell-like structures covered in 

Swedish-made ceramic 4 … . That’s about 1,056,006 of them! 

There are 6,223 square metres of 5 … in the building, making 

it very light and bright. There aren’t any 6 … supporting 
the structure, just very strong 7 … 8 … . It is a multi-venue 
performing arts centre as well as being an architectural icon. 
There are also cafés, restaurants, bars and shops inside as 
well as a recording studio.

15,500 light bulbs have to be changed 
each year in the Sydney Opera House!

1 A  gothic B  art-deco C  modern 
2 A  clay B  urban C  neo-classical
3 A  cardboard B  plastic C  concrete 
4 A  tiles B  towers C  domes 
5 A  limestone B  glass C  clay 
6 A  towers B  pavilions C  columns 
7 A  medieval B  concrete C  chalk
8 A  beams B  tiles C  domes11  What’s your favourite building? Write as much 

information as possible. Then work in small groups and 
find out about other people’s favourite buildings.● Name of building ● Architect / Designer

● Location / Date built ● What it is used for
● Why you like it ● Materials

More
practice 73
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Each Reading text features Word Zone, which focuses on a 
useful vocabulary building area seen in a natural context.

STUDY SKILLS

VOCABULARY         Prepositional verbs
3

be taken in     get out     own up     pay back     tell off     

VERB

Z O N E
11 Match the verbs to the definitions.1 give someone the money that you borrowed from them

2 explain to someone that you’re angry or annoyed with 
them

3 believe something that is untrue4 admit to doing something5 take something from where it is stored, for example, 
money from the bank

12 Complete the sentences with the verbs in the correct form.
1 Eventually, Yolanda ... to taking the last piece of cake.
2 Can we stop at the cash machine? I need to ... some money.
3 My dad ... me ... for waking him up when I got home last 

night.
4 ‘Have you got that £10 you owe me?’  ‘Can I ... you ... back tomorrow? I’m a bit short on cash today.’

5 My poor grandma ... last week by a man claiming to be 
from an animal charity. She gave him £50!13  In pairs, turn to page 150 and discuss the questions.

More
practice

3 Read the article and decide if the sentences are true or 
false. Correct the wrong information.1 David Bowie performed in the UK and the USA.

2 Bob Geldof saw a news item on the Ethiopian famine 
in 1985.

3 The Live Aid concerts were shown on TV in 150 countries.
4 The writer didn’t see the concerts because she was in 

Europe.
5 Elton John started his AIDS charity in the early 1990s.4 Read the article again and answer the questions.

According to the writer, ...
1 ... why are celebrities involved with charities criticized?
2 ... do celebrities make a positive contribution to charities?
3 ... did Live Aid make a positive contribution? Why /  

Why not?

5 Read the article again and find words that mean:1 money that an organization needs or has (introduction)
2 transmission of a TV programme (paragraph 2)
3 after a long time (paragraph 2)4 people who have left a country, especially during a war 

or for political or religious reasons (paragraph 4)
5 strong beliefs or opinions (paragraph 5)6  Discuss the questions in groups.Which international charities can you name? What do 

they do?
Have you ever given money to charities? Which ones?What does WaterAid do?
It tries to give safe, clean water to people all over the world.

7 Complete the sentences with the correct preposition. 
Choose from the words below.

about     for     from     in     of     to 
1 There are millions of people around the world who 

suffer ... curable diseases.2 The boy band’s fans mainly consist ... teenagers. 
3 I had to borrow €30 ... my parents to go to the concert.
4 Viewers of the programme complained ... the excessive 

violence.
5 People in our town strongly object ... the development of 

the new supermarket.6 The presenter apologized ... laughing in the interview. 
7 I don’t believe ... these celebrity diets. It’s better to just 

eat healthily. 
8 We all hope ... a peaceful solution to the world’s problems. 
9 The concert succeeded ... raising $2 million for 

endangered animals. 10 I can’t approve ... people who try to get into concerts for free.
8 Read the Study Skill. Then make a note of the new verb 

and preposition combinations in exercise 7.
Recording collocationsWhen you learn a new vocabulary, record words such as prepositions that often go with the main word. These are called collocations.

STUDY
SKILL

9 Write your own answers to the following questions. 
● What sort of things do you borrow from your best friend?
● What does a typical weekend consist of for you?
● What have you succeeded in doing in the last six months?
● What do people in your country usually complain about?
● What types of behaviour do you object to?
● What do you and what don’t you believe in?10  Work in pairs. Compare your ideas for exercise 8. 

FAST FINISHERS  You have to organize a charity concert. Choose four singers / bands. Explain your choices.
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Each unit contains a fully integrated Study Skill which helps 
students develop good habits in language learning.

LISTENING

LISTENING            Follow the gist of various news stories on a radio programme 

43

4

We use used to and would to talk about past 
habits and old routines.The miners used to send up videos from the mine.They would go down the mines every day.We use used to, not would, for a state in the past 

that isn’t true now.
She used to have a red sports car. NOT She would have ...

I used to live in Northern California. NOT I would live ...
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Grammar reference page 116
4 Complete the sentences with would or used to and the 

verbs below. Use would if possible and used to if not.argue     be     eat     go     have     live     read     spend
My childhood
1 My parents ... a computer, but now they’ve got three!
2 I ... much before, but now I love books and ebooks.
3 We always ... Saturdays at the seaside.4 I ... with my brother. We always got on really well!

5 My best friend at primary school ... a boy called Gustavo.
6 I ... a lot of chocolate, but I don’t eat much now.5 Change the sentences in exercise 4 so they are true 

for you.

More practice? page 148

More
practice

PRONUNCIATION used to6  Listen and repeat the sentences.1 I used to live in the countryside.2 Did you use to live abroad?3 They used to have a big yacht.

7 Think about people’s lives 200 years ago: communication, 
entertainment, clothes, work, shopping ... How were they 
different from yours? Make notes about them.no mobile phones, they wrote letters, they didn’t send texts ...8  Work in groups. Talk about your ideas in exercise 7. 

Use would, used to and didn’t use to.

They would write letters to each other.

They didn’t use to have mobile phones.

1  Work in groups and discuss the questions.● What sort of stories do you get on the local news?
● How are they different from the stories on the main news?
● Can you think of any local stories that you have heard of 

recently?
● Look at the photos. What do you think the stories are about?

2  Listen to three stories from a radio news report and 
choose the correct answers.1 The fire is at ... .A  a plastics factory B  a recycling plant C  a farm

2 The fire started ... .A  at five o’clock B  at ten past eight C   during the 
night

3 Sally was rushed to hospital ... .A  one month ago B  after the concert C  last summer
4 In her career as a DJ, Sally ... .A   has missed  

one gig 
B   has never missed a gig C   missed a gig  

in Italy3  Listen again and answer the questions.1 What did local farmer Harry Ellcock see?
2 Why are the police going to investigate this fire?
3 What happened in Sally’s road accident? 
4 Why did she want to get back to the UK after the accident?

4  Listen to the last story and decide if the sentences 
are true or false. Correct the false sentences.1 Gary and his children were watching Formula 1 on the 

television.
2 Rachael was worried at first because she saw a big dark 

shadow.
3 The basket of the balloon landed in the fish pond.
4 There were seven people in the balloon.5 The balloon landed in their garden because it ran out of 

fuel.
6 The pilot offered to take them on a balloon trip.

5 Read the expressions in Face 2 Face. Can you remember 
who said them? What were they talking about?

● all of a sudden ● or something● go for it

FACE 2 FACE

Dialogues page 1466  Go to page 146 and put the expressions in Face 2 Face 
into the dialogues. Listen and check.

YOUR TURN TO SPEAK
7 Look at Express yourself. Can you think of any other 

useful phrases?

Presenter
Let’s go over to our reporter in ... 

We sent our reporter to investigate ... 

Reporter
With me I have ... 
Can you tell us what happened?How did you feel?

Now, back to the studio.

 Express yourself

8  Work in groups. Read and follow the instructions 
below.

● You are going to make a radio news item. You need  
a news presenter, a reporter and two interviewees.

● Invent a local news story. Decide what happened, where 
it happened and who was involved.● Decide who is going to take which role.● Note your ideas for the presenter’s introduction, the 

reporter’s questions and the interviewees’ answers.
● Rehearse your news story.

9  Present your news report to the class.
FAST FINISHERS Write up your story as a newspaper report.657859 _ 0040-0049.indd   43
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A whole page of Listening helps develop this crucial skill, with 
challenging, substantial listening situations. 

Each High Achievers Assessment edition unit has a 
number of key features which make the course unique:
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LARGE VOCABULARY SETS

5VOCABULARY         Describing a holiday

FAST FINISHERS Write sentences about your partner’s holiday from exercise 8.

4 Read the brochure again and answer the questions.1 In what ways are the Real Ranch holidays ‘authentic’?
2 Which words (verbs and nouns) can you find related to 

horse riding?
3 What can you do from the top of the TV Tower?
4 What natural beauties can you see in the Swiss Alps?
5 How is your walk in the Alps made less tiring?
6 Why are you likely to receive good tuition in the surf school?
7 What type of people can attend the surfing classes?5 Read Word Zone and find the places and things in the 

text that collocate with the adjectives.breathtaking     iconic     lively     panoramic     spectacular
Collocations
There are lots of adjectives in the texts about places and holidays. They frequently 

collocate (go together) with certain nouns.a thrilling rodeo      a vibrant cultural centre

WORD
ZONE

6 Write five sentences about aspects of your own region, 
choosing from the adjectives below.

cosmopolitan     crowded     magnificent     picturesque     
romantic     unmissable     unspoilt     vast     world famousThe picturesque city centre of Florence is what I liked most.7 Read what the people below said about the holidays. 

Which holidays did they go on?
1 Katie said she hadn’t known there were so many 

awesome things to see and do. She said she wanted to 
go back and buy more handmade T-shirts at the market.

3 Tilly said that the best thing had been passing her riding 
test. She said she had even ridden with a herd of cattle!4 Cameron said that he had walked through the most 

beautiful scenery he had ever seen in his entire life.

2 Ivan said that the staff had made the experience so much 
fun! He added that he wasn’t much of an athlete, but 
they had helped him to ride waves like a professional!

8  Imagine you went on one of the holidays last year. 
Make notes on what you did, where you went and what 
you liked / didn’t like. Then ask and answer questions 
about it in pairs.
What did you do in the surf school?

I learnt to surf and met lots of new people.

9 Complete the advert with these words and phrases.booking     chance     chill out     destination     excursion     
go sightseeing     head home     head to     heritage     
scenery     set off     sign up     take part     wildlife

If you’re looking for a varied holiday, then Kenya is the 
perfect 1 … , with its beautiful 2 … , cities and beaches. Our 
amazing 14-day holiday to Kenya guarantees you a great 
experience.
First, we 3 … on an overland safari to the Samburu 
National Park where you will see some of the world’s most 
spectacular 4 … . Look out for elephants, lions, rhinos and 
much more.
Then we drive you to our activity camp where you can  
5 … in a wide range of exciting activities, challenge yourself 
with a thrilling bungee jump, 6 … for our climbing course, 
or go on an exhilarating whitewater rafting 7 … .
Then we visit the beautiful capital city of Nairobi where 
you can 8 … and pick up bargains in the bustling markets. 
Next, we 9 … the ancient city of Mombasa, with its lively 
port and museums to learn about Kenya’s rich history and 
cultural 10 … . Finally, you have the 11 … to spend two nights 
in a boutique hotel by an exotic sandy beach, improve your 
snorkelling and learn to scuba dive, or just 12 … by the sea 
before you 13 … . 
So make a 14 … now. All dates are still available.

10 Complete these sentences with true information 
about you.
1 When I’m heading home after a holiday, I look forward to …
2 Don’t set off for a trek in the mountains without …
3 The best excursion I have ever been on is …
4 The best place to chill out on holiday is …5 I love the scenery in …6 When you’re in my capital city, make sure you head to …11  Work in pairs. Share your sentences from exercise 

10. Ask your partner for more information. 12 Write more true sentences for you using the words from 
exercise 9.

I’m not really interested in sightseeing. I prefer going shopping 
and sitting in cafés. 

More
practice

C High Adventure ToursEscape the stress of modern life in the spectacular Swiss Alps. When you take part in one of our walking trips, you will experience the magic of flower-filled meadows, breathtaking lakes and forests and fresh mountain air. You’ll be 
staying in traditional Swiss chalets and eating delicious 
Alpine dishes. We offer breaks of three, five or seven-
days. The choice is yours! Our team of drivers will carry 
your luggage to the next hostel, so all you have to do is 
walk and be amazed!

D  Catch a Wave Surf School
Challenge yourself this summer and catch the biggest waves on the west coast of Ireland. County Clare’s coastline is the ideal location to discover nature and enjoy a full-on surfing experience. 

Our expert instructors, including former champions, 
offer professional training for complete beginners and 
experienced surfers who want to improve or perfect their 

skills. We have the wetsuits and surfboards, all you need 
to bring is a spirit of adventure! Stay at our campsite or 
one of our quality B&Bs.Still available – 4 day courses in July and August.

51
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The Vocabulary lessons contain large numbers of items, both 
revised and new, higher level items, which consolidate and 
extend students’ personal vocabulary. 

EXAM PREPARATION

 

Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 1

LISTENING 

Listening for specific information

ABOUT THE EXAM

In this part of the test, you listen to a monologue and 

complete ten gapped sentences with a word, a number or a 

short phrase from the recording. You should write no more 

than three words in each gap.

1  Look at sentences 1–6 from a boy talking about his 

blog. Match the kind of information missing in A–F. In 

pairs, compare your answers.

1 I’ve had my blog for ... . 

2 I write about … , which is parkour.

3 Another term for parkour is … .

4 The sport came from ... .

5 My readers are mostly ... like me.

6 I tell people about ... to practise in the city. 

A the place of origin

B a location

C a period of time (e.g. three weeks)

D another name for parkour

E a type of person

F a topic (e.g. sport)

2  Now listen and complete the gaps. 

3 Read the Tip. Then look at the Task. For questions 1–10, 

predict what sort of information is missing. 

You have 45 seconds to prepare before you listen. 

Use this time to read the text carefully and decide 

what kind of information is missing. The sentences 

you have to complete are not exactly the same 

as the recording, but you should write the exact 

words that you hear in the gaps.

TIP

NOW YOUR TURN

4  Try the Task. Listen and complete gaps 1–10.

5 Check your answers. Make sure the spelling is correct 

and don’t leave any gaps empty.

6  In pairs, compare your answers. Are any of your 

answers different?

You will hear a woman giving a talk about her work.

My job as a book reviewer

 
Philippa Marsh is the (1) ... of a website that reviews 

books. 

She started writing book reviews about (2) … .

She really enjoyed writing reviews for a newspaper 

because she got (3) … , and could sometimes meet 

authors. 

She then became a book reviewer for newspapers 

and (4) … .

The site is popular and gets a lot of visits from 

readers, (5) … . 

If an author gets angry about a review, she may 

adjust it, or (6) … the website.

The majority of authors like using the website to 

(7) … their books. 

Listeners who are interested in reviewing shouldn’t 

waste their time on (8) … or dull books. 

A reviewer should never give away too much of 

(9) … , or just write a summary of the story.

A review should say if a book is good. According to 

some readers that depends on (10) … of the writing; 

according to others it’s all about the story. 

TASK
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Prepare for the TOEFL Junior® Test Unit 1SPEAKING

Read aloud 

ABOUT THE TEST
In the Speaking section, you have to read a short passage 
aloud. You will have one minute to read the passage to 
yourself. Then you will have one minute to read the passage 
into the microphone.

The Read aloud passage will often include sentences that have two or more parts to them. 
Show you know how to use the correct intonation. 
Both parts usually have a rising-falling intonation, 
with a pause in between. 

TIP 1

1  Read About the test and Tip 1. Then listen to the 
sentences below. Which is the correct intonation 
pattern, A, B, or C?  

A At the moment, / I’m reading a book about travel.
B At the moment, / I’m reading a book about travel.

C At the moment, / I’m reading a book about travel.2  In pairs, practice reading the sentence in exercise 1. 
Use the correct intonation pattern. 

Some conjunctions are part of a longer clause, 
while others are followed immediately by a 
comma, indicating a pause. Show you know the 
correct intonation and where to pause.

TIP 2

3 Read Tip 2. Then, put the conjunctions in the correct 
category. 

As a result of     At the moment     Because of     
Consequently     Since     Therefore     These days

Followed by a comma / pause Part of a longer clause
At the moment,

Because of …

4  Listen and repeat the sentences.1 Because of the bad weather, they stayed in and read 
books. 

2 These days, I read everything on my e-reader. 
3 Since she moved, she hasn’t been to the book club.  NOW YOUR TURN

5  Now do the Task. Listen to and read three 
words that will appear in the paragraph. 
Remember how to pronounce those words.   6  Now read the passage in the Task aloud.

International Reading HabitsWhat kinds of books do you like best? How much time 
do you spend reading every week? An international 
survey recently put these questions to more than 
1,000 people from across the world. As a result of 
the survey, we found out some interesting facts. 
The world’s most popular book genre is the fantasy 
novel; however, poetry books were the least favorite. 
The survey also showed that people in South Korea 
spent the least amount of time reading, just over three 
hours per week, while people in India spent the most 
time reading, nearly 11 hours per week. However, 
the average amount of time spent reading in the 21 
countries surveyed was between five and seven hours 
per week. In this digital age of video games and TV on 
demand, that doesn’t seem too bad.

TASK

International Reading Habitssurvey
genre
majority

 
Comprehensive
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Every unit has Cambridge and TOEFL® exam preparation 
lessons based on the language learnt in the unit.

FAST FINISHERS

34

GRAMMAR              Third conditional | wish about the past

3

Grammar 
presentation

FAST FINISHERS What would you have done if you’d been born with a superpower? Write as many ideas as you can!

We use the third conditional to talk about 
situations that are impossible because it is too late.
If it had rained more, there wouldn’t have been a famine.

Live Aid wouldn’t have happened if Bob Geldof hadn’t 
seen a BBC news report.

What would have happened if Live Aid hadn’t taken place?

T
h
ir

d
 

co
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d
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n

al

Grammar reference page 115
1  Complete the dialogue using the third conditional. 

Then listen and check.

Chloe: Hi, Theo. How’s life at uni?Theo: Terrible.
Chloe: Really? Why?Theo:  Well, if 1 ... (pay) more attention in class, I 2 … (not fail) 

my exams.Chloe: You failed your exams?Theo:  Big time! Also, if I 3 … (not download) all those 
movies and songs, I 4 … (not get) into debt.

Chloe: That’s awful.Theo:  Oh, and I haven’t got anywhere to live next year. I 5 … 
(find) a flat if I 6 … (start) looking earlier.

Chloe: What about your social life?Theo:  I haven’t got a social life! I 7 … (make) more friends if I 
8 … (join) some societies. Chloe: So what are you going to do now?Theo:  I’m going home – but I can’t find my bike. Oh no! It’s 

been stolen!Chloe: Well, if you 9 … (lock) it, nobody 10 … (take) it!2 Rewrite the sentences using the third conditional.1 The charity raised £250,000. Hundreds of people took 
part in the sponsored run.The charity wouldn’t have raised £250,000 if hundreds of 

people hadn’t taken part in the sponsored run.2 Sara saw the film. She hadn’t read the terrible reviews.
3 Hundreds of people drowned. There wasn’t any flood 

protection. 
4 I paid in cash. The shop didn’t accept credit cards.
5 Jake didn’t get the job. He didn’t prepare for the interview.
6 I didn’t give you a present. I didn’t know it was your 

birthday.

3 Look at the situations. What do you think happened as a 
result? Write a third conditional sentence about it.1 Jake was riding his bike. He didn’t see the car stop in 

front of him. 
Jake crashed into the car.Jake wouldn’t have crashed into the car if he had seen it stop.

2 Elisa didn’t feel well. She went to the party.
3 Henry drank three coffees after dinner. He went to bed.
4 Sue made pizza for me. She forgot to turn on the oven.
5 Dan was going to fly to Canada. He forgot his passport.
6 Steve left his phone in the garden. It rained all last night.

More practice? page 148

More
practice

PRONUNCIATION Sentence stress (1)4  Listen and repeat the sentences.1 If I hadn’t gone into that café, we wouldn’t have met.
2 They’d have crashed if Lisa hadn’t seen the  truck.
3 What would you have done if you had lost your money?

5  Work in groups. Ask and answer questions, using 
the prompts below. What would you have done if you ...

 see a car crash this morning?  be been born in the USA? get up late this morning?  develop a fantastic new app? not meet your best friend?  not have school day todayWhat would you have done if you  had seen a car crash this morning?

I would have filmed it on my phone.
We use wish + past perfect to express regrets 
about the past.
I wish the internet had existed 40 years ago!

w
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Grammar reference page 115
6 Write two sentences about each unfortunate situation. 

Describe a regret about something in the past.1 You got a tattoo.
I wish I hadn’t got a tattoo.If I hadn’t got a tattoo, my parents wouldn’t have been angry. 

2 You can’t get into your house.3 You’ve got a terrible headache.4 You haven’t done your homework.5 It’s dark and you’re freezing cold.6 You’re bored and lonely.

More
practice
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Every High Achievers Assessment edition unit contains four 
varied Fast Finishers to keep stronger students busy. 

WORD ZONE

7VOCABULARY         Art & architecture

FAST FINISHERS Think of three buildings you see on your way to school every day. Write a sentence about each building.

3 Read the text and write the name of the building. 
The buildings may be chosen more than once. Which 
building …
1 ... has detailed patterns carved in the marble?
2 ... is not located on the banks of a river?3 ... uses a contemporary style for the whole building?

4 ... has many works of art and objects? 5 ... is square with wooden supports? 6 ... is still relatively new? 7 ... has more than four million visitors each year? 
8 ... has had two other sections added to it since it opened? 

4 Read the text again and answer the questions.1 Why is titanium suitable for the exterior of a building?
2 How did workers bring the materials to the Taj Mahal?
3 Which world record did the Empire State use to hold? 
4 Why did Shah Jahan want the Taj Mahal to be built? 
5 Apart from tourism, what other function does the 

Empire State Building have?6 What is special about the outside of the Guggenheim?5  In pairs, discuss what information you found most 
interesting in the article.

6 Read Word Zone. Then find more compound adjectives 
in the text. What parts of speech are they made from? 
Can you explain their meaning?

Compound adjectivesWe can combine various types of words to form new adjectives with a different meaning. They are usually hyphenated. world-famous (noun + adjective)long-lasting (adverb + verb)

WORD
ZONE

7 Create compound adjectives from the two boxes. Then 
use them to complete the sentences.brand-     brightly-     multi-     old-     seven-     well-coloured     fashioned     floor     known     new     purpose1 The new office block is only a … building. It isn’t very tall.

2 My parents have just bought a … car. It’s cool to be the 
first people to use it.3 I don’t like that design at all. It’s really … . It’s like it’s from 

the 1980s!
4 The new sports centre is a great … place. It can be used 

for lots of different activities.5 Those … sections of that building are great. They make it 
look really fun and lively.6 Are there any … tourist attractions in your town?

8 Classify the words in the box under the three headings.Materials Architectural style Parts of a building
art-deco     atrium     baroque     beam     chalk     clay     
column     concrete     dome     gothic     limestone     
marble     medieval     modern     neo-classical     
pavilion     tile     titanium     tower     urban

9  In pairs, add more words to each category that you 
know. How many can you think of?10 Choose the best word to fit each gap.

The Sydney Opera House is one of the best-known architectural works of the twentieth century. Construction work began in 1959, and 10,000 workers worked on the building. It eventually opened in 1973. The design is 1 … and 
expressionist, and it looks like a huge 2 … sculpture set at the 

tip of Sydney Harbour. Designed by a Danish architect, each 
section is made up of three 3 … shell-like structures covered in 

Swedish-made ceramic 4 … . That’s about 1,056,006 of them! 

There are 6,223 square metres of 5 … in the building, making 

it very light and bright. There aren’t any 6 … supporting 
the structure, just very strong 7 … 8 … . It is a multi-venue 
performing arts centre as well as being an architectural icon. 
There are also cafés, restaurants, bars and shops inside as 
well as a recording studio.

15,500 light bulbs have to be changed 
each year in the Sydney Opera House!

1 A  gothic B  art-deco C  modern 
2 A  clay B  urban C  neo-classical
3 A  cardboard B  plastic C  concrete 
4 A  tiles B  towers C  domes 
5 A  limestone B  glass C  clay 
6 A  towers B  pavilions C  columns 
7 A  medieval B  concrete C  chalk
8 A  beams B  tiles C  domes11  What’s your favourite building? Write as much 

information as possible. Then work in small groups and 
find out about other people’s favourite buildings.● Name of building ● Architect / Designer

● Location / Date built ● What it is used for
● Why you like it ● Materials

More
practice 73
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Each Reading text features Word Zone, which focuses on a 
useful vocabulary building area seen in a natural context.

STUDY SKILLS

VOCABULARY         Prepositional verbs
3

be taken in     get out     own up     pay back     tell off     

VERB

Z O N E
11 Match the verbs to the definitions.1 give someone the money that you borrowed from them

2 explain to someone that you’re angry or annoyed with 
them

3 believe something that is untrue4 admit to doing something5 take something from where it is stored, for example, 
money from the bank

12 Complete the sentences with the verbs in the correct form.
1 Eventually, Yolanda ... to taking the last piece of cake.
2 Can we stop at the cash machine? I need to ... some money.
3 My dad ... me ... for waking him up when I got home last 

night.
4 ‘Have you got that £10 you owe me?’  ‘Can I ... you ... back tomorrow? I’m a bit short on cash today.’

5 My poor grandma ... last week by a man claiming to be 
from an animal charity. She gave him £50!13  In pairs, turn to page 150 and discuss the questions.

More
practice

3 Read the article and decide if the sentences are true or 
false. Correct the wrong information.1 David Bowie performed in the UK and the USA.

2 Bob Geldof saw a news item on the Ethiopian famine 
in 1985.

3 The Live Aid concerts were shown on TV in 150 countries.
4 The writer didn’t see the concerts because she was in 

Europe.
5 Elton John started his AIDS charity in the early 1990s.4 Read the article again and answer the questions.

According to the writer, ...
1 ... why are celebrities involved with charities criticized?
2 ... do celebrities make a positive contribution to charities?
3 ... did Live Aid make a positive contribution? Why /  

Why not?

5 Read the article again and find words that mean:1 money that an organization needs or has (introduction)
2 transmission of a TV programme (paragraph 2)
3 after a long time (paragraph 2)4 people who have left a country, especially during a war 

or for political or religious reasons (paragraph 4)
5 strong beliefs or opinions (paragraph 5)6  Discuss the questions in groups.Which international charities can you name? What do 

they do?
Have you ever given money to charities? Which ones?What does WaterAid do?
It tries to give safe, clean water to people all over the world.

7 Complete the sentences with the correct preposition. 
Choose from the words below.

about     for     from     in     of     to 
1 There are millions of people around the world who 

suffer ... curable diseases.2 The boy band’s fans mainly consist ... teenagers. 
3 I had to borrow €30 ... my parents to go to the concert.
4 Viewers of the programme complained ... the excessive 

violence.
5 People in our town strongly object ... the development of 

the new supermarket.6 The presenter apologized ... laughing in the interview. 
7 I don’t believe ... these celebrity diets. It’s better to just 

eat healthily. 
8 We all hope ... a peaceful solution to the world’s problems. 
9 The concert succeeded ... raising $2 million for 

endangered animals. 10 I can’t approve ... people who try to get into concerts for free.
8 Read the Study Skill. Then make a note of the new verb 

and preposition combinations in exercise 7.
Recording collocationsWhen you learn a new vocabulary, record words such as prepositions that often go with the main word. These are called collocations.

STUDY
SKILL

9 Write your own answers to the following questions. 
● What sort of things do you borrow from your best friend?
● What does a typical weekend consist of for you?
● What have you succeeded in doing in the last six months?
● What do people in your country usually complain about?
● What types of behaviour do you object to?
● What do you and what don’t you believe in?10  Work in pairs. Compare your ideas for exercise 8. 

FAST FINISHERS  You have to organize a charity concert. Choose four singers / bands. Explain your choices.
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Each unit contains a fully integrated Study Skill which helps 
students develop good habits in language learning.

LISTENING

LISTENING            Follow the gist of various news stories on a radio programme 

43

4

We use used to and would to talk about past 
habits and old routines.The miners used to send up videos from the mine.They would go down the mines every day.We use used to, not would, for a state in the past 

that isn’t true now.
She used to have a red sports car. NOT She would have ...

I used to live in Northern California. NOT I would live ...
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Grammar reference page 116
4 Complete the sentences with would or used to and the 

verbs below. Use would if possible and used to if not.argue     be     eat     go     have     live     read     spend
My childhood
1 My parents ... a computer, but now they’ve got three!
2 I ... much before, but now I love books and ebooks.
3 We always ... Saturdays at the seaside.4 I ... with my brother. We always got on really well!

5 My best friend at primary school ... a boy called Gustavo.
6 I ... a lot of chocolate, but I don’t eat much now.5 Change the sentences in exercise 4 so they are true 

for you.

More practice? page 148

More
practice

PRONUNCIATION used to6  Listen and repeat the sentences.1 I used to live in the countryside.2 Did you use to live abroad?3 They used to have a big yacht.

7 Think about people’s lives 200 years ago: communication, 
entertainment, clothes, work, shopping ... How were they 
different from yours? Make notes about them.no mobile phones, they wrote letters, they didn’t send texts ...8  Work in groups. Talk about your ideas in exercise 7. 

Use would, used to and didn’t use to.

They would write letters to each other.

They didn’t use to have mobile phones.

1  Work in groups and discuss the questions.● What sort of stories do you get on the local news?
● How are they different from the stories on the main news?
● Can you think of any local stories that you have heard of 

recently?
● Look at the photos. What do you think the stories are about?

2  Listen to three stories from a radio news report and 
choose the correct answers.1 The fire is at ... .A  a plastics factory B  a recycling plant C  a farm

2 The fire started ... .A  at five o’clock B  at ten past eight C   during the 
night

3 Sally was rushed to hospital ... .A  one month ago B  after the concert C  last summer
4 In her career as a DJ, Sally ... .A   has missed  

one gig 
B   has never missed a gig C   missed a gig  

in Italy3  Listen again and answer the questions.1 What did local farmer Harry Ellcock see?
2 Why are the police going to investigate this fire?
3 What happened in Sally’s road accident? 
4 Why did she want to get back to the UK after the accident?

4  Listen to the last story and decide if the sentences 
are true or false. Correct the false sentences.1 Gary and his children were watching Formula 1 on the 

television.
2 Rachael was worried at first because she saw a big dark 

shadow.
3 The basket of the balloon landed in the fish pond.
4 There were seven people in the balloon.5 The balloon landed in their garden because it ran out of 

fuel.
6 The pilot offered to take them on a balloon trip.

5 Read the expressions in Face 2 Face. Can you remember 
who said them? What were they talking about?

● all of a sudden ● or something● go for it

FACE 2 FACE

Dialogues page 1466  Go to page 146 and put the expressions in Face 2 Face 
into the dialogues. Listen and check.

YOUR TURN TO SPEAK
7 Look at Express yourself. Can you think of any other 

useful phrases?

Presenter
Let’s go over to our reporter in ... 

We sent our reporter to investigate ... 

Reporter
With me I have ... 
Can you tell us what happened?How did you feel?

Now, back to the studio.

 Express yourself

8  Work in groups. Read and follow the instructions 
below.

● You are going to make a radio news item. You need  
a news presenter, a reporter and two interviewees.

● Invent a local news story. Decide what happened, where 
it happened and who was involved.● Decide who is going to take which role.● Note your ideas for the presenter’s introduction, the 

reporter’s questions and the interviewees’ answers.
● Rehearse your news story.

9  Present your news report to the class.
FAST FINISHERS Write up your story as a newspaper report.657859 _ 0040-0049.indd   43
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A whole page of Listening helps develop this crucial skill, with 
challenging, substantial listening situations. 

FACE 2 FACE

LISTENING            Follow the gist of various news stories on a radio programme 

43

4

We use used to and would to talk about past 
habits and old routines.The miners used to send up videos from the mine.They would go down the mines every day.We use used to, not would, for a state in the past 

that isn’t true now.
She used to have a red sports car. NOT She would have ...

I used to live in Northern California. NOT I would live ...
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Grammar reference page 116
4 Complete the sentences with would or used to and the 

verbs below. Use would if possible and used to if not.argue     be     eat     go     have     live     read     spend
My childhood
1 My parents ... a computer, but now they’ve got three!
2 I ... much before, but now I love books and ebooks.
3 We always ... Saturdays at the seaside.4 I ... with my brother. We always got on really well!

5 My best friend at primary school ... a boy called Gustavo.
6 I ... a lot of chocolate, but I don’t eat much now.5 Change the sentences in exercise 4 so they are true 

for you.

More practice? page 148

More
practice

PRONUNCIATION used to6  Listen and repeat the sentences.1 I used to live in the countryside.2 Did you use to live abroad?3 They used to have a big yacht.

7 Think about people’s lives 200 years ago: communication, 
entertainment, clothes, work, shopping ... How were they 
different from yours? Make notes about them.no mobile phones, they wrote letters, they didn’t send texts ...8  Work in groups. Talk about your ideas in exercise 7. 

Use would, used to and didn’t use to.

They would write letters to each other.

They didn’t use to have mobile phones.

1  Work in groups and discuss the questions.● What sort of stories do you get on the local news?
● How are they different from the stories on the main news?
● Can you think of any local stories that you have heard of 

recently?
● Look at the photos. What do you think the stories are about?

2  Listen to three stories from a radio news report and 
choose the correct answers.1 The fire is at ... .A  a plastics factory B  a recycling plant C  a farm

2 The fire started ... .A  at five o’clock B  at ten past eight C   during the 
night

3 Sally was rushed to hospital ... .A  one month ago B  after the concert C  last summer
4 In her career as a DJ, Sally ... .A   has missed  

one gig 
B   has never missed a gig C   missed a gig  

in Italy3  Listen again and answer the questions.1 What did local farmer Harry Ellcock see?
2 Why are the police going to investigate this fire?
3 What happened in Sally’s road accident? 
4 Why did she want to get back to the UK after the accident?

4  Listen to the last story and decide if the sentences 
are true or false. Correct the false sentences.1 Gary and his children were watching Formula 1 on the 

television.
2 Rachael was worried at first because she saw a big dark 

shadow.
3 The basket of the balloon landed in the fish pond.
4 There were seven people in the balloon.5 The balloon landed in their garden because it ran out of 

fuel.
6 The pilot offered to take them on a balloon trip.

5 Read the expressions in Face 2 Face. Can you remember 
who said them? What were they talking about?

● all of a sudden ● or something● go for it

FACE 2 FACE

Dialogues page 1466  Go to page 146 and put the expressions in Face 2 Face 
into the dialogues. Listen and check.

YOUR TURN TO SPEAK
7 Look at Express yourself. Can you think of any other 

useful phrases?

Presenter
Let’s go over to our reporter in ... 

We sent our reporter to investigate ... 

Reporter
With me I have ... 
Can you tell us what happened?How did you feel?

Now, back to the studio.

 Express yourself

8  Work in groups. Read and follow the instructions 
below.

● You are going to make a radio news item. You need  
a news presenter, a reporter and two interviewees.

● Invent a local news story. Decide what happened, where 
it happened and who was involved.● Decide who is going to take which role.● Note your ideas for the presenter’s introduction, the 

reporter’s questions and the interviewees’ answers.
● Rehearse your news story.

9  Present your news report to the class.
FAST FINISHERS Write up your story as a newspaper report.657859 _ 0040-0049.indd   43
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Face 2 Face pulls out common idiomatic spoken language 
featured in the Listening scripts.

VERB ZONE

VOCABULARY         Things we read
13 Read Melissa’s blog and decide if the information is true, 

false or not mentioned. Correct the false sentences.1 Melissa’s blog is three years old.2 Melissa has got long hair now.3 She has recently thrown away her favourite old  
sweater.

4 She reads three books a month.5 She knows the X-Men films very well.6 She gets about 50 texts a day.7 She is planning to become a journalist.8 Her followers can read her next blog post soon.4 Read the blog again and answer the questions. Why...
1 ... has Melissa decided to introduce herself again?
2 ... do you think she had her haircut?3 ... did she throw away her favourite sweater?

4 ... is she reading more novels now?5 ... does she say, ‘I have to get a life’?6 ... does she want to travel and learn languages?
7 ... does she want to learn English grammar?5  How is your life like Melissa’s? Discuss the questions.

● What’s your favourite food at the moment?
● What films have you watched recently?● Has anything changed in your life this year?

● What do you hope to be in the future?

I’ve never eaten it. But I love Italian food. I’ve loved pizzas for years!

I love Mexican food. I go to a great restaurant in town with my parents. 

And what is your perfect Italian food?

6 Look at the words in the box. Which of them can you see 
below?

advertisement     blog     blurb     brochure     catalogue     
diagram     flyer     greetings card     instructions     leaflet     
letter     menu     message     note     notice     programme

Fried chickenEgg roll 
Cheese salad

Hot 
appetizers

Paul
Please feed the cat and water the plants. Thx

1

2

4

FOR SALE
Quality ladies’ mountain bike £50 With full suspension and 18-speed gearing.

5
Missing
Snowy.  
Long-haired white  cat with blue eyes.  Please contact 07885

3

6

7 Answer the questions about the words in exercise 6. 
Which ...
1 ... are usually written by hand?2 ... would you normally see online?3 ... are communications between friends or family?

4 ... are personal communications between strangers?8  Write a list of the text types you have read in the 
past week. Then tell your partner about them. I’ve read instructions for a new video game that I got for my birthday. How about you?grow up    bring up    flick through    read on    put down    

VERB

Z O N E
9 Match the verbs to the definitions.1 continue reading2 look at different parts of a book very quickly, in a shop 

for example
3 turn from a child into an adult4 place something that you were holding onto a table or 

the floor
5 look after a child until they are an adult

10 Complete the sentences with the verbs in the correct form.
1 I ... a few books at the airport but I didn’t see any that I liked.
2 I’m reading the latest Dan Brown thriller – it’s amazing! I 

can’t ... it ... !
3 My aunt ... my cousins by herself after my uncle died.
4 I got to a really violent scene in my book, and I couldn’t ... 

after that.
5 I had an idyllic childhood. I ... in a tiny village in the 

mountains. 
11  In pairs, turn to page 150 and discuss the questions.

More
practice 13

FAST FINISHERS Write a blog about your life using the same headings as Melissa.
657859 _ 0008-0017.indd   13
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Verb Zone introduces multi-part verbs related to the topic of 
each unit, increasing students’ knowledge and confidence in 
this crucial area of idiomatic English.

CHALLENGE

2
Resolve a family conflict         

25

4 Complete the sentences with unless, until or as soon as.
1 I can’t tell you at the moment. I’ll call you ... I get home.
2 I won’t start my homework ... the film is finished.
3 Don’t watch the DVD ... you really like horror films!
4 I’ll ride into town ... the rain stops. I hate cycling in the 

rain!
5 We’re going away for the weekend. Will you look after 

my cat ... we get back.6 ... Emily helps me, I’ll never get this laptop to work.
We often use various modal verbs instead  
of will.
If you want to deal with stress, you must eat a 
balanced diet.

If I do well, I might buy a motorbike. If it’s warm tomorrow, we could go swimming.We can also use an imperative in the will part.
If you have problems sleeping, don’t use social media 
late at night.
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Grammar reference page 114
5 Complete the sentences with possible consequences or 

opportunities. Use may / might (not) / could.1 If I go travelling for a year after I leave school, …
2 If school is cancelled tomorrow, …3 If I live to be 100, …4 Unless global warming is reduced, …5 If I stay up very late tonight, …6 If I don’t go on holiday next summer, …6  In pairs, complete the sentences with as many 

imperatives as you can.

1 If you visit the capital city of my country, …

3 If you get stopped by the police, …

2 If you have an important test next week, …

4 If a waiter is rude to you in a restaurant, ...7  Compare your ideas in groups. Who has the most / 
best suggestions?

DO THE CHALLENGE
5  Work in pairs. You are going to role play a 

discussion between a teenager and a parent. Follow the 
instructions. 
● Choose one of these situations in which the teenager...

won’t keep his or her room tidy

doesn’t tell parents where he or she isdoesn’t help in the house

has come home with a lip piercingnever speaks to his or her parents

has got some friends the parents don’t like● Decide who is the teen and who is the parent. 
● Plan your dialogue and make notes. Follow these stages:
 ‑ parent is annoyed and complains  ‑ teenager answers and gives reasons and excuses

 ‑ there is a short argument ‑ parent says what he / she wants to be different
 ‑ parent and teenager agree on a solution
● Rehearse your discussion.

Expressing a requestIf you don’t tidy your room, you won’t be able to go out.
I want you to tidy your room.Haven’t you tidied your room yet?I’d like you to ... / I want you to ...Expressing annoyanceIt’s your fault.

That’s not fair.
You never listen to me.The thing is ...

 Express yourself

6  Perform your role play to the class. Members of the 
class suggest how the conflict could be resolved better. FOLLOW UP

7  Write out your dialogue as you remember it. Then 
compare it with your partner’s and change and improve 
it together. 

PREPARATION
1  Look at the photo and discuss the questions. ● What do you think the people are saying?  

Is anyone angry? ● What are typical issues that parents and teenagers 
discuss?

2  Read the tips and choose the three tips for parents 
that you think are the best ideas. Then compare your 
choices with a partner.

About | Home | Education | Health | Search | Sign in
TEEN PARENTING - Top 10 tips● Trust your teen – don’t always expect trouble
● Stay calm and don’t get angry and shout
● Be consistent and keep your promises● Be fair and take their side of the story into consideration

● Be positive and praise good behaviour● Negotiate clear simple rules with your teen and don’t 
change them

● Punish bad behaviour by taking away treats and privileges
● Give rewards for good behaviour, but don’t just give money
● Make time to talk to your teen and be there for them3  Imagine you are the writer of the tips above. Add 
three more tips to the list. Then share your ideas with 
your partner. 

4  Make a class list of your ideas. Vote on the best 
three.

FAST FINISHERS  Choose another situation in exercise 5. Imagine the discussion and write a dialogue.

657859 _ 0018-0027.indd   25
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The unique Challenge lesson gives students the chance to 
prepare and carry out a variety of enjoyable and ambitious 
speaking tasks.

Each High Achievers Assessment edition unit has a 
number of key features which make the course unique:

214681_p002_0015.indd   3 28/10/21   15:27



4

Student’s Book 

STARTER LESSONS

● There are two optional Starter lessons at the start of the 
Student’s Book – Starter A and B. They give an introduction to the 
methodology of the main units, and contain basic grammar and 
vocabulary that students at this level should be familiar with.

● Use the Starter lessons as you feel necessary for your students, 
depending on which language areas you wish to revise. The lessons 
are self-contained, and can be used in any order. 

 

Starter A

READING            

1  Work in pairs. Look at the list of things below. 
Which things do you do?

● Leave your laptop or games console on standby all night.
● Forget to switch off your mobile phone.
● Ask your parents to drive you to friends’ houses, school, 

the cinema or wherever you’re going out to.
● Eat a lot of meat.
● Buy pre-packed snacks in plastic containers.
● Buy new clothes every month.

2  Now read the article quickly. Which of the things in 
exercise 1 does it mention?

3 Read the article again. Answer the questions. According 
to the article, …

1 ... what can you do when you have to use a car?
2 ... why is it better to wait 24 hours before buying 

something new?
3 ... why is it good to try and eat some vegetarian food 

each week?
4 ... what are some of the alternatives to vegetables?
5 ... how can you avoid buying pre-packed food and 

drinks?
6 ... what advice do you get for gadgets?

Teens go greenTeens go green

1 Reduce your carbon footprint and pollution. Use your 
bike, walk and catch the bus or train more often. Before 

you ask your parents to take you somewhere, stop and ask 
yourself: ‘do we have to go by car?’ Try car sharing with 
friends instead.

2 Buy less stuff. You see something in the shops and you 
think, ‘I want it, I need it, I must have it!’ Stop! Wait 24 

hours and then ask yourself: ‘do I really need it or do I just 
want it because it looks cool and my friends have it?’ 

3 Eat less meat. Vegetarians use fewer resources than 
meat-eaters. You should really try and eat a vegetarian 

meal once a week. You don’t have to like vegetables – you 
can try tofu, beans or eggs instead.

4 Don’t buy pre-packed food and drink. Take your own 
snacks to school or to sports events. Use plastic 

boxes that you can wash up at home and use again and 
again! If you take a packed lunch to school, use a drinks 
bottle from home. If you have to buy a snack, then you 
should always recycle the packaging.

5 Save energy! Don’t let your gadgets use more energy 
than they have to. Download and install an app that 

tells you when you ought to turn it off (even if you don’t!). 

6 Go green. When your parents want to replace or 
upgrade the family PC, encourage them to recycle the 

old one and buy a new ‘green’ laptop. Remember to delete 
any information on your old PC securely, too.

We all know we ought to do more to save the planet 
and reduce global warming. Is your laptop on standby 
when you’re not using it? Is your phone on all the time? 
If the answer to these questions is yes, then read on 
and find out how you can be a green teen.

4
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Grammar

● There are two Grammar 
sections, each containing a 
grammar box with a summary 
and examples of the grammar 
area being dealt with. An 
irregular verb list is also 
included at the back of the 
book.

● The Grammar Reference is also 
available on the Teacher’s 
i-book as Visual grammar 
presentations – an animated, 
step-by-step presentation. 

● The lessons always contain 
oral practice to allow students 
to practise the language in a 
spoken context and learn the 
correct pronunciation. 

● The language is practised in 
a variety of carefully staged 
activities. 

Vocabulary

● The two main vocabulary sets per unit are large – often 
consisting of 20–30 items – and contain both familiar and 
new, higher level items, to consolidate and extend students’ 
personal vocabulary.

● The vocabulary is practised through a variety of activities, 
including oral and personalised activities. 

 

Grammar Future review | Future continuous | First 
conditional with different conjunctions  
& modals

Vocabulary Life choices | Nouns ending in -ion and -ness
Challenge Resolve a family conflict
Interaction Giving advice
Writing A report

READING

Chilled or 
stressed?

2

1  Discuss the questions in groups.

● What did you do during your last summer holiday? What 
are your strongest memories? 

● Would you like to do something different next year? 
What would be a really special summer holiday?

2  Quickly read the webpage and match the photos 
with the people. Did they mention any of your ideas?

Get out there and do  
something different

Get out there and do  
something different

During the dark winter months, life can feel dull and depressing. So now’s the time to raise your spirits and start 
thinking about next summer. Holidays don’t have to be the same old thing every year. It’s important to have 
something special to look forward to! This week’s question is: ‘What are your special holiday plans?’

I’m going to surf next summer, but not on the web! In August, I’m heading down to a 
surfing school in Cornwall. They provide the boards, the wet suits and the instructors. 
All the surfers have to do is... be prepared to get wet! When you take up surfing, 
you know you’re going to fall off your surfboard a lot! Luckily, I’m a strong swimmer. 
Imogen, UK

I’m not travelling anywhere in particular, but I’m sure I’ll have an amazing summer. 
An American cousin of mine is staying with us for a fortnight. She’s 15 like me and 
lives in San Diego, California. I’ll be able to try out my English and learn the latest cool 
expressions! I’m looking forward to seeing her. Carmen, Spain

I just love animals, so next summer I’m going on my dream holiday. We’re going to 
spend a week in the Central Kalahari Game Reserve in Botswana. But we won’t be 
living in luxury. We’ll be camping in the wild! We’ll see giraffes, lions, wildebeest and 
springboks. At night they say you can hear lions roaring (I’m a bit worried about that!). 
I’ve never done anything like this before – I can’t wait. Diarmuid, Ireland

Special plans? It’s too early to think about next summer. I can’t think beyond this year! 
But one thing’s for sure. At Christmas, I’ll be eating too much and watching TV all the 
time. So (and I know this doesn’t sound very thrilling) I might join a sports club and try 
and get fit! Reece, Canada

I’m looking forward to next summer! It’s going to be completely different. I’m going 
to a summer camp in July, but not to do the usual stuff. I’ve signed up for a three-
week course on making movies! The instructors teach you how to script, act, shoot 
and edit movies. So while you’re lazing on the beach, I’ll be making this year’s biggest 
blockbuster! Scarlett, USA

18
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VOCABULARY         Life choices

FAST FINISHERS Imagine you went on one of the holidays. Write about what you did and how you felt.

3 Read the Study Skill. Then read the article and answer 
the questions. Sometimes more than one name is 
possible. Who ...

Matching information
When you match information with 
different parts of a text, look for similar 
words. For example, can you find a word in 
the article that means nervous?

STUDY
SKILL

1 ... is going to do something new and different?
2 ... doesn’t have any definite plans? 
3 ... feels a bit nervous about their holiday?
4 ... is doing a course?
5 ... is looking forward to talking a lot?
6 ... is definitely going to have a sporty holiday?

4 Read the website again and answer the questions.

1 Why does the writer believe it’s a good idea to make 
summer plans in the winter?

2 The writer says ‘holidays don’t have to be the same old 
things’. What do you think those things are?

3 What special equipment do you need to go surfing?
4 Why is Carmen looking forward to seeing her cousin?
5 Why might Reece want to get fit in the summer?
6 Scarlett says she isn’t going to do ‘the usual stuff’ at 

summer camp. What do you think that is?

5 Read Word Zone and find three examples in the article.

look forward to
We use look forward to + noun or ‑ing 
form when we talk about exciting things 
in the future. 
I’m really looking forward to my birthday.
I’m looking forward to seeing all my friends.

WORD
ZONE

6 Write three things you are looking forward to.

I’m looking forward to the weekend. We’re going camping. 

I’m looking forward to seeing the new James Bond film. 

I’m looking forward to doing nothing this weekend!

7  Look at the holiday ideas on the webpage again. 
Choose the best one. Share your ideas in groups.

Really? Why?

I’d like to do the film course 
at the summer camp.

I’d like to do something different 
this year and I love movies

8  Read the blog and discuss ideas 1–7 with your 
partner. Put them in order of preference. 

LIVE YOUR 
LIFE NOW!
LIVE YOUR 
LIFE NOW!
If you’re waiting for the right time to do something, you’ll wait 
forever. First of all, make sure you have a goal. For example, plan to 
do exercise twice a week for 20 minutes. Secondly, get active. Sitting 
at your desk and studying is important, but you must move, too! 
Here are my top suggestions, but I’m sure you can think of more. 

1  Take up running and train for a marathon. Even better, 
do it with a friend. 

2  Don’t just lie on the beach. Do a course in diving or 
improve your swimming skills.

3  Playing computer games is fun. But you can also brush 
up your Maths or Science online and still have fun. 

4  There isn’t always time to go to the gym. Doing 
exercises in the morning at home will help you to keep 
fit. It’s easy and it’s a great way to wake up. 

5  Want to learn something new and make friends at the 
same time? Sign up for a new course. Or join a club. 
Isn’t there a club for your fave activity? Then set up a 
club yourself! 

6  You could do volunteer work. There’s always someone 
who needs help. Visit an old people’s home or clean up 
the local park. 

7  You don’t have to go on a cruise or a safari holiday. 
Just put on your trainers and get walking! Look around 
you and really get to know your local area.

9  Complete the fantasy ‘to do’ list. Then compare 
your ideas with your partner. 

 This year, I ’m going to…

 1 take up … 
 2 do a course … 
 3 get to know … 

 4 sign up for … 

 5 learn about … 
 6 brush up … 

 7 set up … 
 8 train for … 
 9 join … 

10 Give these people advice. Try to use the phrases in blue 
from the blog. 

1 Bill spends all day on his computer. He doesn’t have friends.
He should go to the gym and get fit. He’ll meet people there.

2 Martha is having trouble with her English. She’s getting 
bad test results.

3 Robert wants to join my friends in a charity fun run, but 
he can’t run very well!

4 Eve’s going on a beach holiday. She gets bored easily.

More
practice 19
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 Each unit contains a fully 
integrated Study Skill which 
helps students develop good 
habits in language learning.

1

UNIT WALKTHROUGH

Reading

● There are two Reading texts per unit.

● The texts are substantial and cover a variety of modern, relevant 
text types such as online blogs, websites, articles and stories. 

● The Reading texts are exploited with challenging comprehension 
activities and oral and personalised follow-up activities.

Challenge

● The Challenge lesson asks students to work in pairs or groups to 
prepare and carry out an ambitious, fun speaking task that builds 
on language learnt during the unit.

● Each Challenge lesson has a totally different task. It will feel fresh 
and motivating. 

● The Challenge lessons are in three stages: Preparation, Do The 
Challenge, and Follow Up. Students have the opportunity to stretch 
their skills as much as possible.  

Listening

● Each Listening section contains substantial and 
challenging listening input to really stretch students 
and develop their listening skills. 

● A variety of real-world situations are featured, 
including radio interviews, sports commentary, 
cookery shows and game shows as well as everyday 
conversations. 

 Extra interactive 
practice

3 Each Reading lesson contains 
a Word Zone, which highlights 
a vocabulary area featured 
in the text such as phrasal 
verbs, collocations and set 
expressions. 

2
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STUDENT’S BOOKSTUDENT’S BOOK

3
Talk about ethical dilemmas         

35

3 Look at the situations. What do you think happened as a 
result? Write a third conditional sentence about it.

1 Jake was riding his bike. He didn’t see the car stop in 
front of him. 
Jake crashed into the car.

Jake wouldn’t have crashed into the car if he had seen it stop.

2 Elisa didn’t feel well. She went to the party.
3 Henry drank three coffees after dinner. He went to bed.
4 Sue made pizza for me. She forgot to turn on the oven.
5 Dan was going to fly to Canada. He forgot his passport.
6 Steve left his phone in the garden. It rained all last night.

More practice? page 148

More
practicePRONUNCIATION Sentence stress (1)

4  Listen and repeat the sentences.

1 If I hadn’t gone into that café, we wouldn’t have met.
2 They’d have crashed if Lisa hadn’t seen the  truck.
3 What would you have done if you had lost your money?

5  Work in groups. Ask and answer questions, using 
the prompts below. What would you have done if you ...

 see a car crash this morning?  be been born in the USA?

 get up late this morning?  develop a fantastic new app?

 not meet your best friend?  not have school day today

What would you have done if you  
had seen a car crash this morning?

I would have filmed it on my phone.

We use wish + past perfect to express regrets 
about the past.

I wish the internet had existed 40 years ago!w
is

h
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Grammar reference page 115

6 Write two sentences about each unfortunate situation. 
Describe a regret about something in the past.

1 You got a tattoo.
I wish I hadn’t got a tattoo.

If I hadn’t got a tattoo, my parents wouldn’t have been angry. 

2 You can’t get into your house.
3 You’ve got a terrible headache.
4 You haven’t done your homework.
5 It’s dark and you’re freezing cold.
6 You’re bored and lonely.

DO THE CHALLENGE

3 Read the dilemmas and make a note of your answers. 
Give a reason for each one.

1 The birthday present
Two of your friends buy you a lottery ticket as a present. 
You win £10 million. Would you share the money with 
your friends, who only spent 50p each on your birthday 
present?

2 Shoplifting
You are in a shop and you see someone putting a 
necklace into their bag without paying. Would you 
report it? What might influence your decision?

3 Hole in 1
You’re a golfer and you win an important world class 
tournament. But you know the final shot was a mistake 
which disqualifies you. No one else has noticed. Should 
you own up?

4 Confessions
A friend of yours tells you that she has committed a 
crime. You promise that you won’t ever tell anyone. You 
discover that an innocent person has been accused of 
the crime. You beg your friend to give herself up to the 
police. But she refuses and reminds you of your promise. 
What would you do?

Discussing important things
You have to think about … 
There’s a moral obligation to … 
That’s a good point, but … 
On the other hand, … 

You can’t be serious!
That’s terrible!
You can’t justify that!

 Express yourself

4  Work in groups, A or B. Groups A discuss dilemmas 1 
and 3. Groups B discuss dilemmas 2 and 4. 

● Discuss each dilemma, one at a time.
● First, each student should explain their choices. 
● The group should reach a decision for the best solution. 
● Make a note of your choices and reasons.

FOLLOW UP

5  Now work in larger groups – one group A and one 
group B.  Follow the instructions.

● Take turns to summarize each dilemma for the other 
group. Summarize the choices your group discussed. 

● Tell the other students what your group decided. 
● As a group, take a vote on each dilemma. 

PREPARATION

1  Read the blog and the comments. Choose the 
comment you like best. 

2  Work in pairs. Discuss the comment you chose. 
Give reasons for your choice. 

Ethical dilemmas create 
scenarios which are designed 
to make us think about moral 
questions and the ethics of 
everyday life. We have to decide 
whether the consequences are 
important, or if there are some 
things that we should never do, 
no matter what the result.

Hope you are feeling moral today! Here are this week’s 
ethical dilemmas. Post your thoughts. 

A dangerous job
Fishing is one of the most dangerous jobs in the world 
and many fishermen die or get injured each year at sea. 
Is this suffering worth it, just so people can eat fish? 
Or should fishing be banned? 

unicorn Well, I think the fishermen should 
make the choice. If they want to do it, they 
should be allowed to. 

chelseaboy If fishermen couldn’t fish, then 
they would be unemployed and entire coastal 
communities would suffer. That can’t be right. 

 rockdrum I don’t believe fishermen should 
put their lives at risk for my plate of fish. But 
if they improved the work conditions and the 
safety of fishing boats, it’d be a safer job. 

ziggy3 There’s too much fishing in the world 
anyway. Lots of fish are endangered. So that’s 
another ethical reason to stop fishing! 

skyblue If people didn’t fish, we wouldn’t have 
any fish to eat. It’s healthy, it’s good for you 
and it’s better than meat. 

 5banana There’s another issue here. Fish 
suffer too and I don’t believe animals should 
suffer. We should all be vegetarian. Leave the 
fish in the sea! 

MY TOP ethical dilemmas
by Isocrates
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Grammar

● There are two Grammar 
sections, each containing a 
grammar box with a summary 
and examples of the grammar 
area being dealt with. An 
irregular verb list is also 
included at the back of the 
book.

● The Grammar Reference is also 
available on the Teacher’s 
i-book as Visual grammar 
presentations – an animated, 
step-by-step presentation. 

● The lessons always contain 
oral practice to allow students 
to practise the language in a 
spoken context and learn the 
correct pronunciation. 

● The language is practised in 
a variety of carefully staged 
activities. 

2
VOCABULARY         Life choices

FAST FINISHERS Imagine you went on one of the holidays. Write about what you did and how you felt.

3 Read the Study Skill. Then read the article and answer 
the questions. Sometimes more than one name is 
possible. Who ...

Matching information
When you match information with 
different parts of a text, look for similar 
words. For example, can you find a word in 
the article that means nervous?

STUDY
SKILL

1 ... is going to do something new and different?
2 ... doesn’t have any definite plans? 
3 ... feels a bit nervous about their holiday?
4 ... is doing a course?
5 ... is looking forward to talking a lot?
6 ... is definitely going to have a sporty holiday?

4 Read the website again and answer the questions.

1 Why does the writer believe it’s a good idea to make 
summer plans in the winter?

2 The writer says ‘holidays don’t have to be the same old 
things’. What do you think those things are?

3 What special equipment do you need to go surfing?
4 Why is Carmen looking forward to seeing her cousin?
5 Why might Reece want to get fit in the summer?
6 Scarlett says she isn’t going to do ‘the usual stuff’ at 

summer camp. What do you think that is?

5 Read Word Zone and find three examples in the article.

look forward to
We use look forward to + noun or ‑ing 
form when we talk about exciting things 
in the future. 
I’m really looking forward to my birthday.
I’m looking forward to seeing all my friends.

WORD
ZONE

6 Write three things you are looking forward to.

I’m looking forward to the weekend. We’re going camping. 

I’m looking forward to seeing the new James Bond film. 

I’m looking forward to doing nothing this weekend!

7  Look at the holiday ideas on the webpage again. 
Choose the best one. Share your ideas in groups.

Really? Why?

I’d like to do the film course 
at the summer camp.

I’d like to do something different 
this year and I love movies

8  Read the blog and discuss ideas 1–7 with your 
partner. Put them in order of preference. 

LIVE YOUR 
LIFE NOW!
LIVE YOUR 
LIFE NOW!
If you’re waiting for the right time to do something, you’ll wait 
forever. First of all, make sure you have a goal. For example, plan to 
do exercise twice a week for 20 minutes. Secondly, get active. Sitting 
at your desk and studying is important, but you must move, too! 
Here are my top suggestions, but I’m sure you can think of more. 

1  Take up running and train for a marathon. Even better, 
do it with a friend. 

2  Don’t just lie on the beach. Do a course in diving or 
improve your swimming skills.

3  Playing computer games is fun. But you can also brush 
up your Maths or Science online and still have fun. 

4  There isn’t always time to go to the gym. Doing 
exercises in the morning at home will help you to keep 
fit. It’s easy and it’s a great way to wake up. 

5  Want to learn something new and make friends at the 
same time? Sign up for a new course. Or join a club. 
Isn’t there a club for your fave activity? Then set up a 
club yourself! 

6  You could do volunteer work. There’s always someone 
who needs help. Visit an old people’s home or clean up 
the local park. 

7  You don’t have to go on a cruise or a safari holiday. 
Just put on your trainers and get walking! Look around 
you and really get to know your local area.

9  Complete the fantasy ‘to do’ list. Then compare 
your ideas with your partner. 

 This year, I ’m going to…

 1 take up … 
 2 do a course … 
 3 get to know … 

 4 sign up for … 

 5 learn about … 
 6 brush up … 

 7 set up … 
 8 train for … 
 9 join … 

10 Give these people advice. Try to use the phrases in blue 
from the blog. 

1 Bill spends all day on his computer. He doesn’t have friends.
He should go to the gym and get fit. He’ll meet people there.

2 Martha is having trouble with her English. She’s getting 
bad test results.

3 Robert wants to join my friends in a charity fun run, but 
he can’t run very well!

4 Eve’s going on a beach holiday. She gets bored easily.

More
practice 19
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Challenge

● The Challenge lesson asks students to work in pairs or groups to 
prepare and carry out an ambitious, fun speaking task that builds 
on language learnt during the unit.

● Each Challenge lesson has a totally different task. It will feel fresh 
and motivating. 

● The Challenge lessons are in three stages: Preparation, Do The 
Challenge, and Follow Up. Students have the opportunity to stretch 
their skills as much as possible.  

GRAMMAR              Second conditional | wish about the present

3

30

Grammar 
presentation

We use the second conditional to talk about 
situations that are imaginary or not likely.

If there was an opportunity, quite a lot of people would 
make fraudulent insurance claims.

Jake could take driving lessons if he was older.

Would you keep money if you found it in the street?

We can use unless in second conditional sentences 
to mean if ... not.

I wouldn’t go to see that band unless it was a free concert.

We often use were instead of was in the if clause. We 
especially use the phrase If I were you to give advice.

If I were you, I’d stop seeing those guys.

Se
co

n
d

 c
o
n
d
it

io
n

al

Grammar reference page 115

1 Complete the interviewer’s questions. Then write your 
own answers.

Answer our questions and discover how 
honest you are

Q1   if / find a wallet with €200 / what / do?  
If you found a wallet with €200, what would you do?

I would take it to the police station.

Q2   if / not have money for a bus ticket / take a ride 
anyway?

Q3   if / can download music from an illegal website / 
do it?

Q4   tell small lies about yourself / if / want to impress 
somebody?

Q5  if / not want to do an exam / pretend to be sick?

Q6  read a friend’s diary / if / see it on the table?

2  Ask and answer the questions in exercise 1. Give 
reasons for your answers.

3 Match the beginnings and ends of the sentences. 

1 If we went to New York, A unless I went , too.
2 She wouldn’t go to the party B I wouldn’t eat fast food.
3  Kinga’s parents would be  

so worried
C  if they knew about the 

accident.
4 Unless I was really hungry, D if they ever saw that photo.
5 If I were you, E  unless he had a really 

good reason.
6  My friends would laugh F  I’d be so much happier. 
7 Sam would never be late G  I wouldn’t become his 

friend on Facebook.
8 If I had more money, H  we could stay with my 

friend Gary!

4 Write two pieces of advice for each problem.

1 I never seem to have enough money.
If I were you, I wouldn’t buy things I don’t need. 

2 I can’t get to sleep at night.
3 My best friend is ignoring me.
4 I keep losing things all the time.
5 I can’t remember new words in English.
6 I find it difficult to make friends.

5  Work in groups. Take it in turns to ask for advice. 
Choose the best piece of advice you are offered.

We use wish + the past simple to say we would 
like a situation to be different, but it can’t be. 

I wish I knew the answer to this question.

I wish I didn’t have to go to school.

We can also use wish + would + infinitive when 
we want something to happen.

I wish Andrea would return my calls.

w
is

h
 a

b
o
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Grammar reference page 115

6 Make wishes using the ideas below. Then say what you 
would / wouldn’t / could / couldn’t do.

I wish I was an actor.

If I were an actor, I would meet lots of interesting people.

speak six languages be able to drivebe an actor

be the prime minister be richnot have to go to school

7 Look at the picture and write sentences with wish + 
would / wouldn’t.

I wish the baby would stop crying.

FAST FINISHERS Write six sentences about what you wish was different in your life.
More
practice
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LISTENING            Understand a TV programme about winning the lottery

31

3

4 Write two pieces of advice for each problem.

1 I never seem to have enough money.
If I were you, I wouldn’t buy things I don’t need. 

2 I can’t get to sleep at night.
3 My best friend is ignoring me.
4 I keep losing things all the time.
5 I can’t remember new words in English.
6 I find it difficult to make friends.

5  Work in groups. Take it in turns to ask for advice. 
Choose the best piece of advice you are offered.

We use wish + the past simple to say we would 
like a situation to be different, but it can’t be. 

I wish I knew the answer to this question.

I wish I didn’t have to go to school.

We can also use wish + would + infinitive when 
we want something to happen.

I wish Andrea would return my calls.

w
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Grammar reference page 115

6 Make wishes using the ideas below. Then say what you 
would / wouldn’t / could / couldn’t do.

I wish I was an actor.

If I were an actor, I would meet lots of interesting people.

speak six languages be able to drivebe an actor

be the prime minister be richnot have to go to school

7 Look at the picture and write sentences with wish + 
would / wouldn’t.

I wish the baby would stop crying.

1  Look at the photos and discuss the question: What 
are the advantages and disadvantages of being very 
rich? Note down as many ideas as you can.

Advantages

You don’t have to do a job.

Disadvantages

You can’t be sure who your real friends are.

2  Compare your ideas with the rest of the class. Are 
there more advantages or disadvantages?

3  Listen to the first part of a TV programme called The 
Moral Question and answer the questions about Eric.

1 What does Eric do?
2 Would he work after winning the lottery?
3 Who would he give money to?
4 Would he give money to charities? Why / Why not?
5 Where would he choose to live?

4  Listen again and answer the questions about Sally. 

1 What does Sally do?
2 What would she spend the money on?
3 Would she continue to work? Why / Why not?
4 Who would she give money to?
5 Where would she choose to live?

5  Listen to the last part of the programme and answer 
the questions.

1 When did Jerry win the lottery? How much did he win?
2 How did he and his wife spend the money?
3 What happened to his marriage?
4 How does Jerry now feel about his lottery win?

6 Read the expressions in Face 2 Face. Can you remember 
who said them? What were they talking about?

● I was gobsmacked   
● do my own thing 
● At the end of the day

FACE 2 FACE

Dialogues page 146

7  Go to page 146. Put the expressions in Face 2 Face 
into the dialogues. Listen and check.

YOUR TURN TO SPEAK

8 Look at Express yourself. When would you use the 
expressions?

Giving yourself time to think
That’s a good question.
Let me think.

I’m not sure.
It depends.

 Express yourself

9  Work in small groups. In your group, decide to be 
interviewers or interviewees. Follow the instructions 
below.

Interviewers: You’re going to interview someone who 
has won the lottery. Write questions. Try to remember the 
questions from the TV programme.
Interviewees: Imagine you have won the lottery. Make 
notes of all the ways you would change your life.

10  Make new mixed groups of three or four and 
discuss the interviewer’s questions. Try to use 
expressions from Express yourself.

FAST FINISHERS Write about what you would do if you won a lottery jackpot.

The power of money
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1
3

4

 A complete Grammar 
Reference with detailed 
explanations of each 
grammar area can be 
found at the back of the 
book. 

 Extra interactive practice

1

2

 Common spoken language 
is exploited in Face 2 
Face – students learn to 
recognize three idiomatic 
expressions in each lesson 
that often occur in spoken 
English.

3  There is also a freer, 
follow-up interactive 
activity where students 
produce their own version 
of the dialogues or give 
their opinions on  
a related topic.

4

Listening

● Each Listening section contains substantial and 
challenging listening input to really stretch students 
and develop their listening skills. 

● A variety of real-world situations are featured, 
including radio interviews, sports commentary, 
cookery shows and game shows as well as everyday 
conversations. 
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6

STUDENT’S BOOK

 Common expressions from 
the situations are given in 
the Express yourself box. 
This features language that 
students will need to both use 
and understand in order to 
interact successfully.

1

Interaction

● The Interaction lessons feature a 
variety of everyday situations. 

● Students are given prompts or 
role-cards to stimulate their 
speaking, rather than entire 
dialogues. This gives them the 
autonomy that is necessary in 
developing the speaking skills. 

Three-Unit Reviews 

● There are Three-Unit Reviews 
after units 1–3, 4–6 and 7–9. They 
revise grammar and vocabulary 
from the previous three units in 
a fresh context.

● Each Three-Unit Review 
contains practice of all the 
key skills. They consist of a 
substantial reading text, a 
listening section, and a follow-
up speaking or writing section.

 Students listen to 
the situations, focus 
on specific language 
commonly used in each 
situation, and then have 
the chance to interact 
themselves in Your Turn To 
Speak. 

2  Writing skill focuses on 
an important language 
area that students need 
to master, in order to 
improve their ability to 
produce good written 
texts.

3  In Your Turn To Write, 
students are guided 
step-by-step through the 
critical stages of planning, 
taking notes, writing and 
checking that are needed 
to produce their own text.

4

Unit Reviews

● Each unit has an End-of-Unit 
Review which revises the key 
grammar and vocabulary. 

● The audio for each Dictation has 
built-in pauses to allow students 
to write as they listen. 

Writing

● In the Writing section, students 
work through a model written 
text, and then write their own 
version.

 Each End-of-Unit Review 
finishes with a Dictation. This 
is a paragraph on a subject 
related to the topic of the 
unit. Each Dictation becomes 
progressively longer towards 
the end of the book.

1

27

WRITING              A report

2

VOCABULARY

5 In your own words, say what the following expressions 
mean. Think of a context where you might use them.

● What’s up? ● I’m trying to figure out what to do.
● There’s no point. ● It’s a really big deal.
● To tell the truth, ... ● You’d better get moving.

6 Look at Express yourself and tick the expressions that you 
heard in the conversation. Then listen again and check.

YOUR TURN TO SPEAK

7 Read the problems and note the advice you would give.

I’ve discovered that my sister has stolen something from  
a shop. It’s only some make up, but should I say something 
to her? Should I tell our parents?

My friend copies my style! If I get my hair cut, she gets the same. 

She’s now got the same trainers, the same watch, and recently 

she even copied my signature red jacket. What can I do?

My mum’s just lost her job. Now my parents say we all 
have to tighten our belts. No more drum lessons or gym 
memberships. No more new trainers or designer clothes. 
What will my friends say?

My friends are always texting and playing games on their 
phones. It’s so boring. We never talk anymore. I’d like to do 
things with them and have fun like we used to.

I’m really worried about summer camp. I‘m no good at sport 
– I prefer theatre and art. I’m concerned that I won’t make 
friends and that people will exclude me.

8  Work in your groups of three or four. Ask for and 
give advice for the problems in exercise 7. 

You’ll have fun. You shouldn’t worry about it.

Why don’t you go to a summer camp that does art?

I think I’ll have a really bad time at 
summer camp because I don’t like sport.

Yes, but I’ve tried playing games like football 
and tennis and I hate them. I’m just no good.

1 If you feel stressed, what do you do? Choose the things 
you have tried. 

● Buy a packet of peanuts and 
eat them

● Cry
● Drink a few cups of strong coffee
● Eat a bar of chocolate
● Eat a bowl of green vegetables

● Go for a swim
● Go for a walk or a run
● Nothing
● Ring your friends
● Watch a funny film 

and laugh

2  Using the list of de-stressing methods in exercise 1, 
ask every student in your class the following questions 
and record your answers.

1 Which de‑stressing methods have you tried?
2 Which are the most / least useful ways of de‑stressing?

3 Read the report and answer the questions.

1 Which de‑stressing method did no one in the class use?
2 What was the most popular way for students to de‑stress?
3 Which is the cheapest and easiest way to de‑stress?

Ways to de-stress
by Millie Fegan and class 10C

The aim of this report is to provide information about how people 
in our class de-stress.

A lot of people said that exercise is a good way to lower their 
stress levels, but you have to be careful you don’t do too much. 
If you do too much exercise, you increase the levels of a stress 
hormone (cortisol) and you end up feeling worse. Walking and 
swimming were the most popular forms of exercise.

We found out that not many people eat ‘calming’ foods when 
they are stressed. A handful of nuts or seeds, as well as a 
few more green vegetables with your meals, are all good ways 
to calm down. They should try and avoid things like coffee, 
chocolate and sugar. These aren’t good for stress levels and can 
actually make you feel more stressed. 

No one realized that laughing is the cheapest and easiest way 
to de-stress. Laughing activates your body’s response to stress 
which then quickly calms you down, so you feel more relaxed. 
In addition, laughter can improve your immune system.

In conclusion, it appears that the best ways to de-stress are also 
the cheapest. We recommend that you try those things whenever 
you feel stressed.

4 Look at the expressions below for introducing results in 
a report. Then find four more in the text. 

Our survey showed that ...
Not many people told us that ...
We discovered that ...

PLAN BEFORE YOU WRITE

5 Prepare and carry out a class survey. Choose from one 
of the titles below or use the same title as Millie.

● Most popular weekend activities: duties and hobbies
● Most popular types of music, bands and singers 

people listen to
● Best ways to revise for exams

6 Plan your questions. Then ask your classmates the 
questions and note down their answers.

WRITE NOW

7 Write your report.

1 Use Millie’s report as a model.
2 Use your notes from exercise 6 and the plan below.
3 Remember to include some expressions for adding ideas.

Paragraph 1 – explain the purpose of your report.
Paragraph 2 –  write about something that a lot of 

people did.
Paragraph 3 –  write about something that a few  

people did.
Paragraph 4 – write about something that no one did.
Paragraph 5 –  conclude your report with a 

recommendation.

CHECK AND CORRECT

8 Check and correct your report.

1 Check that the words and expressions for adding ideas 
are correct.

2 In pairs, swap your reports and check each other’s work.

YOUR TURN  
TO WRITE

Introducing results
WRITING
SKILL
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INTERACTION              Giving advice

2

TALKING ABOUT PROBLEMS

1  You are going to hear some people asking for and 
giving advice. Before you listen, discuss the questions.

● If you want advice about a problem, do you ask your 
parents? Your brothers or sisters? Your friends? Other 
adults?

● Do you ever read ‘problem pages’ in magazines or 
online? Why / Why not?

● Do people ever ask you for advice? Do you like giving it?

2  Listen to the first part of the conversation between 
Karen and her friends, Joe and Natalie, and answer the 
questions.

1 What is Karen trying to decide?
2 What gifts does she normally give?
3 Why is this birthday ‘a big deal’?

3  Listen to the second part of the conversation and 
answer the questions.

1 What is Natalie’s first suggestion?
2 Why does Karen reject her advice?
3 What is Joe’s idea?
4 Why does Karen reject his advice?
5 What is Natalie’s second suggestion?
6 What does Karen decide to give her father?

4  In pairs, discuss the questions.

● Do you think Natalie’s suggestion is the best idea?
● Do you have any different ideas?
● What do you give your parents on their birthdays?

VOCABULARY

5 In your own words, say what the following expressions 
mean. Think of a context where you might use them.

● What’s up? ● I’m trying to figure out what to do.
● There’s no point. ● It’s a really big deal.
● To tell the truth, ... ● You’d better get moving.

6 Look at Express yourself and tick the expressions that you 
heard in the conversation. Then listen again and check.

YOUR TURN TO SPEAK

7 Read the problems and note the advice you would give.

I’ve discovered that my sister has stolen something from  
a shop. It’s only some make up, but should I say something 
to her? Should I tell our parents?

My friend copies my style! If I get my hair cut, she gets the same. 

She’s now got the same trainers, the same watch, and recently 

she even copied my signature red jacket. What can I do?

My mum’s just lost her job. Now my parents say we all 
have to tighten our belts. No more drum lessons or gym 
memberships. No more new trainers or designer clothes. 
What will my friends say?

My friends are always texting and playing games on their 
phones. It’s so boring. We never talk anymore. I’d like to do 
things with them and have fun like we used to.

I’m really worried about summer camp. I‘m no good at sport 
– I prefer theatre and art. I’m concerned that I won’t make 
friends and that people will exclude me.

8  Work in your groups of three or four. Ask for and 
give advice for the problems in exercise 7. 

You’ll have fun. You shouldn’t worry about it.

Why don’t you go to a summer camp that does art?

I think I’ll have a really bad time at 
summer camp because I don’t like sport.

Yes, but I’ve tried playing games like football 
and tennis and I hate them. I’m just no good.

1 If you feel stressed, what do you do? Choose the things 
you have tried. 

● Buy a packet of peanuts and 
eat them

● Cry
● Drink a few cups of strong coffee
● Eat a bar of chocolate
● Eat a bowl of green vegetables

● Go for a swim
● Go for a walk or a run
● Nothing
● Ring your friends
● Watch a funny film 

and laugh

2  Using the list of de-stressing methods in exercise 1, 
ask every student in your class the following questions 
and record your answers.

1 Which de‑stressing methods have you tried?
2 Which are the most / least useful ways of de‑stressing?

3 Read the report and answer the questions.

1 Which de‑stressing method did no one in the class use?
2 What was the most popular way for students to de‑stress?
3 Which is the cheapest and easiest way to de‑stress?

Ways to de-stress
by Millie Fegan and class 10C

The aim of this report is to provide information about how people 
in our class de-stress.

A lot of people said that exercise is a good way to lower their 
stress levels, but you have to be careful you don’t do too much. 
If you do too much exercise, you increase the levels of a stress 
hormone (cortisol) and you end up feeling worse. Walking and 
swimming were the most popular forms of exercise.

We found out that not many people eat ‘calming’ foods when 
they are stressed. A handful of nuts or seeds, as well as a 
few more green vegetables with your meals, are all good ways 
to calm down. They should try and avoid things like coffee, 
chocolate and sugar. These aren’t good for stress levels and can 
actually make you feel more stressed. 

No one realized that laughing is the cheapest and easiest way 
to de-stress. Laughing activates your body’s response to stress 
which then quickly calms you down, so you feel more relaxed. 
In addition, laughter can improve your immune system.

In conclusion, it appears that the best ways to de-stress are also 
the cheapest. We recommend that you try those things whenever 
you feel stressed.

 Express yourself
Giving advice
I think / don’t think you should ...
You ought to ...
Have you thought about / of ...?

You could always ...
Why don’t you ...?
If I were you, I’d ...

Accepting and rejecting advice
That’s a good idea.
Thanks, I’ll do that.
Yes, but ...

I hadn’t thought of that.
That might be all right, but ...
I’m not sure about that, because ...
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Review Unit 1 Review Unit 2

VOCABULARY         

1 Unscramble the letters to make words for genres of books.

1 g o p r a i h b y 
2 a f n y a t s     o n e l v  
3 o r a c m n e  
4 c s i n e e c     f c i t o i n     t r y o s
5 u t a y o i o h b g r a p
6 o r o h r r     r o s y t
7 a g r p i h c     v n l o e

2 Match five of the book genres in exercise 1 to the 
descriptions.
1  a story about a love affair 
2  a story of someone’s life, written by that person
3  a novel in the form of a comic strip
4 a book based on imagined discoveries of the future
5 a story that involves magic and other supernatural 

things, and is often set in imaginary worlds

3 Match the words below with the text types.

catalogue     greetings card     menu     note

1

2

3

4

To Emma,
Congratulations!
We knew you could do it.
Love, Mum and Dad xx

I’ve gone to the gym. I’ll be back at 8pm. Louise 

Club sandwich 
Tomato, lettuce, cheese, egg, bacon £4.95 

REGATTA 4-MAN WEEKEND TENT
Code 1098647    £99.99
Order in store or online

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
multi-part verbs.

bring up     grow up     flick through     put down     read on

1 I was … the magazine when I saw a photo of my cousin!
2 When my parents were … , they both used to read a lot.
3 We tried to lift the box, but it was too heavy so we had 

to … it … .
4 I was getting into the story, so I … until the end.
5 Sarah was … in a little village, so she didn’t like the city.

GRAMMAR

5 Write questions and match them to the correct answers.

1 What genre of book / like reading?
2 Who / favourite author?
3 What book / read / at the moment?
4 How often / read / every week?

A Suzanne Collins. She wrote The Hunger Games.
B I read for 1-2 hours every other day.
C I’m reading Great Expectations by Charles Dickens.
D Crime novels and adventure stories.

6 Read the review and write the verbs in the correct tense.

Lord of the Flies by William Golding
I 1 … normally … (not read) this kind of book, but my brother 
recommended it. It’s a young adult novel that 2 … (tell) the 
story of a group of British boys stuck on an uninhabited 
island who 3 … (try) to govern themselves, with terrible 
results. The story 4 … (focus) on the main characters Piggy,  
Simon and Ralph, as they and the other boys 5 … (fight) 
to survive on the island. Now free from the rules of adult 
society, the abandoned boys 6 … (struggle) with their 
conflicting human instincts: to work together and form a 
civilised group, or to turn to violence and chaos. The tone 
of the novel 7 … (be) dark and pessimistic as the author 8 … 
(give) us his view of human nature.

7 Complete the story with the present simple or perfect 
of the verbs in brackets. Use short forms if possible.

This week, my English teacher 1 … (give) the class our reading 
list for the new school year. I normally 2 … (not look) at what 
books we need until after summer, but this year I 3 … (go out) 
and … (buy) some of them. They 4 … already … (turn into) my 
summer reads – I 5 … (read) three of the books from the list. My 
favourites 6 … (be) Frankenstein and Pride and Prejudice.

8 Write explanations for the following situations using 
the words below and just, already and yet.

1 Martin’s hair is really long.
 not go / hairdresser’s
2 Jane looks excited.
 buy / new e-book reader
3 Hannah feels tired.
 not go / bed
4 Karen is happy. She’s relaxing in the sun.
 finish / school project

DICTATION

9  Listen and write.

104
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1

Video

● Each video contains an original short documentary 
which introduces a different English-speaking country 
from around the world. 

● Students are introduced to some names, places or 
other cultural information before they watch. They find 
out the significance of these, as well as learning more 
interesting information about each country. 

Stories

● Each Student’s Book contains 
three original stories. They have 
been specially written for the 
course, with teenage protagonists, 
and deal with themes from the 
Student’s Book.

● The stories are rich in new 
vocabulary. They contain 
comprehension activities, 
vocabulary exploitation and  
follow-up speaking activities in 
order for students to exploit them 
as much as possible.
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STUDENT’S BOOK

 There is a video lesson 
after each Three-Unit 
Review. In this section, 
students develop their 
skills in watching and 
understanding video, which 
will increase their ability 
to enjoy English-language 
films and TV. 

1  Each video lesson ends 
with Find Out, where 
students have the chance 
to find out more about 
an intriguing aspect of 
the country’s culture that 
featured in the video.

2

Three-Unit Reviews 

● There are Three-Unit Reviews 
after units 1–3, 4–6 and 7–9. They 
revise grammar and vocabulary 
from the previous three units in 
a fresh context.

● Each Three-Unit Review 
contains practice of all the 
key skills. They consist of a 
substantial reading text, a 
listening section, and a follow-
up speaking or writing section.

LISTENING         

5  Discuss in pairs. Is it morally wrong to …

1 ... keep money that you find in the street?
2 ... cash a lottery ticket you find?
3 ... take the money you raise for charity for yourself?
4 ... keep quiet when you’re undercharged in a shop?
5 ... take credit for work someone else has done?
6 ... tell a lie to protect someone’s feelings?
7 ... copy someone else’s answers in a test? 
8 ... return something to a shop after using it? 

6  Listen to an episode of The Money Box. Which 
situations from exercise 5 do they discuss?

7  Listen again and complete the table.

1 2 3

Situation if you were 
undercharged 
in a shop

What Neil would 
do and why

What Anna would 
do and why

8  In pairs, discuss who you agree with: Neil or Anna.

SPEAKING         

9  Work in groups and follow the instructions.

● Read the situations below and note your answers.
●  Then write what answers you think the other people in 

your group have written for each question.
● Compare your answers. Were your predictions right?

Tricky decisions!
1  If your friend bought an outfit that didn’t suit them, would 

you tell them?
2  If the teacher left the answers to a test on their desk, 

would you cheat?
3  If you were on a bus and the only seat available was next to 

somebody you don’t really get on with, would you sit there?
4  If you were invited to a party but your best friend wasn’t, 

would you go without them?

1  If your friend bought an outfit that didn’t suit them, would 
you tell them?

2  If the teacher left the answers to a test on their desk, 
would you cheat?

3  If you were on a bus and the only seat available was next to 
somebody you don’t really get on with, would you sit there?

4  If you were invited to a party but your best friend wasn’t, 
would you go without them?

I said I’d tell them because 
then they can take it back.

What did you say for situation one?

That’s what I thought you’d say!

BEFORE YOU WATCH        

1  Work in pairs. What do you know about Ireland? 

2 What do you think is the importance of these things to 
Ireland?

Colin Farrell, Jonathan Rhys Meyers and Saoirse Ronan

the Eurovision song contest

Jonathan Swift, Oscar Wilde and James Joyce

Trinity CollegeemigrationSt Patrick’s Day

NOW WATCH        

3 Check your answers to exercises 1 and 2.

4 Answer the questions.

1 What typical images of Ireland are mentioned at the 
start of the video?

2 What contradictions does Ireland have?
3 What is Bloomsday?
4 Which Irish book has been read by most people, and why 

was it first published? 
5 Which two sports are mentioned and why?

FOLLOW UP        

5  In pairs, discuss the questions.

1 How do you think the rest of the world sees your country 
and how accurate is that perception?

2 Who do you think are the most significant writers in 
your country and how are they honoured?

3 What are the main effects of emigration on a country?

IrelandVideoVideo

Find out more about a famous Irish writer. Write a paragraph 
about his / her life and work.

FIND OUTFIND OUT

39
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Review Units 1—3

2 Quickly read the blog and see if your answers in  
exercise 1 were right.

READING         

1  In pairs, look at the photos in Alice’s blog. What do 
you think is happening in each?

3 Read Alice’s blog again and answer the questions.

1 Why has Alice written this blog entry?
2 Why has she chosen to go to Madagascar on holiday?
3 What will she be doing there?
4 How is she able to read more books now?
5 What type of novel has she been reading?
6 What suggestions does she give for reducing stress?
7 What does she mean by ‘gets you out of your comfort 

zone’?
8 What else is she going to do over the summer?

With the exam season underway and the summer holidays just around the 
corner, I’ve received a lot of messages on my blog this week about exam stress 
and summer holiday planning. So I’ve decided to let you know what I’ll be up to, 
and, as usual, give you some tips I hope you’ll find useful. 

My holiday plans
I love wildlife, so this year I’m going on my dream holiday. I’ll be volunteering 
for two weeks at a wildlife sanctuary in Madagascar. I’ll be helping out with the 
animals, feeding them and cleaning out the enclosures. I’ll get the chance to go 
on treks through the jungle and meet the local people. I’ve never done anything 
like this before. I’m really looking forward to it!

A recommended read
I’ve just bought an e-reader and it’s changed the way I read. It’s a perfect device 
during the summer, especially with all the books I read. I’ve already read this 
amazing novel called Code Name Verity by Elizabeth Wein. It’s a historical 
adventure novel set in World War II. Just my kind of thing!

My tips for beating stress
Balancing school work and exams with busy social lives… we’ve all had to deal 
with that! But don’t get stressed – here are a few tips to get you through the busy 
exam period. First, you must get some exercise, even if it’s only light. But relaxation 
is also important. Do something that chills you out – have a laugh with your friends, 
listen to your favourite music or read a good book. If you find time for these 
activities, you’ll feel better.

Make the most of summer
The summer holidays are a perfect time to try something new or make that life 
change you’ve always wanted to make. Instead of just lying on the beach, why 
not plan to do something that gets you out of your comfort zone? Take up a 
sport or do some volunteering in your community. Sign up for a new course or 
join a club. You’ll learn something new and meet new people. I can’t wait for my 
holidays. How about you?

That’s it for this week, guys. Leave your comments below and I’ll get back to 
you ASAP.

Bye!Bye!

It’s a teenage life for meIt’s a teenage life for me
by Alice Corby

4  Discuss the questions below in pairs. 

1 Is your idea of a dream holiday similar to Alice’s?
2 Do you have any plans yet for your next summer 

holiday? Do you think you’ll follow any of Alice’s advice?
3 What books have you read recently? What did you think 

of them?
4 Do you find exams stressful? How do you deal with 

exam stress?
5 What are you especially looking forward to this year?
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1  In pairs, look at the picture and discuss the questions.

1 Where do you think the young woman is? 
2 What is she doing there?
3 How do you think she feels?

2  Read the story and see if your ideas were right.

3 Read the story again and answer the questions.

1 Why does Melissa feel isolated and lonely?
2 Why didn’t Zadie and Alice come to the house on the 

island?
3 What frightened Melissa during the night? Why couldn’t 

she sleep afterwards?
4 What does Melissa learn about Andreas?
5 How does Andreas change her understanding of the island?
6 How does she feel after the phone call with Zadie? Why?

4 Look at the sounds below. Can you remember what made 
them? Then read the story again and check your ideas.

a dull roar     electronic music     
screeching     tinkling     whine

5  In pairs, discuss the questions.

1 What changes had Andreas seen on the island in his 
lifetime?

2 What do you think was happening in Melissa’s dream?
3 How did her dream reflect her changed feelings about 

the island?

At the head of the procession was a man – he looked like 
Andreas, but years younger – and he was leading a white 
bull by a rope. And the bull was crowned with flowers. The 
young man smiled at her and encouraged her to join them. 
They were heading to a party, a feast, a celebration. She 
stepped towards them …

Melissa woke up with a start to a burst of electronic 
music. She sat up in bed and stared in confusion into 
the dark. She was in her bedroom. And it was her phone. 
Somehow it had picked up a signal! She heard a familiar 
voice – it was Zadie. The conversation was short and 
often difficult to make out. Zadie said that they couldn’t 
make it. The situation in London was too complicated. 
Would Melissa be all right if they didn’t come?

Melissa smiled. Everything would be just fine.

FAST FINISHERS  Imagine you are Melissa. Write your blog entry for the next day. 

Martyn Hobbs

141
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Melissa

 I was sitting on a rock watching the waves 
(what else could I do?) when a small fishing 
boat came in. There was an old man in it – 
brown, wrinkled, white-haired, wiry – and 
somehow he brought the boat to shore on 

his own. And then I had my first real conversation here. The 
old man spoke English! He told me he had been born in the 
old lighthouse (that’s what I thought was a tower). This man 
(his name’s Andreas) can tell amazing stories. He said there 
were once terraces all the way down the hillsides. The local 
people grew vines and vegetables and fruit trees. In fact, they 
grew stuff on every available surface. But now the terraces 
are all gone, fallen into ruin. All the young people had left for 
the mainland and the old people had died. ‘But not me!’ he 
laughed. 

Melissa

It’s two days later. I met Andreas again. He 
said when his father was the lighthouse 
keeper and he was a small boy there was a 
terrible fog. It lasted a week. And every 
night they heard a mysterious sound – it 

was loud and long and sad, like an animal in pain. And then 
on the last night a beam of light from the lighthouse shone 
down into the bay – this bay! – and they saw it. They saw a 
sea monster crashing about in the water. ‘It’s true!’ he said. 
‘These things happened in the old days! Look at the rocks – all 
these smashed and broken rocks. They were broken by the 
sea monster!’ He also explained about the strange noises I had 
heard the other night, ‘There are wild boars on the island, the 
same wild animal that killed Adonis.’ (I think that’s who he 
said. I’ll google him when I’m home.)

Over the coming days Andreas told her many different 
stories. It seemed that every stone and tree and ruin 
had its own tale to tell. There was the house where 
his sister gave birth to triplets. There was little chapel 
where his parents and grandparents and great-
grandparents had got married. There was the poet’s 
tree and the witch’s hut and the pirates’ cave. When 
Melissa explored the bay now the stones and trees 
seemed to talk to her. It was strange, but although she 
was still on her own, she didn’t feel lonely. The island 
was full of voices.

She hears the tinkling of bells and soft voices and 
laughter. Where are they coming from? She walked down 
through the olive trees and saw a procession winding 
up the hillside, the sea glittering below. There were girls 
dressed in white robes and boys in brightly-coloured 
costumes. The girls held olive branches and the boys 
carried baskets of fruit. 

The Island
It was an isolated house on the west coast of a rocky 
island. From the terrace she looked down on high 
cliffs, huge rocks like bones or skulls, and the bright 
blue waters of the bay. Difficult paths wound down the 
steep hillside through stones and trees and bushes to 
the water’s edge. But there was no swimming today. Or 
yesterday. Or the day before. There was no wind but the 
sea was too rough. And all the time she listened to the 
dull roar of the waves.

Melissa

Another day of empty wishes. I wish the sea 
were calm. I wish I could speak to somebody. 
My phone still isn’t working. No coverage. I 
wish I could connect to the Internet. Once 
again I’m writing this blog just for myself. And 

do you want to know another wish? I wish I hadn’t come here on 
my own without Zadie and Alice! They’re still stuck in London. 
A family crisis. They said they’d get here if they can. But when? 
I’ve never been on my own before. It’s weird. Too weird.

Melissa

Have you ever felt like you were cut off from 
the rest of the world? OK, there are people in 
some other houses and there’s a small town 
an hour away by bus – so at least I won’t 
starve to death! But I can hardly understand 

a word the people say. It’s like being on a desert island!

Melissa

 I have never been so bored. It’s beautiful – 
but the beauty is beginning to get me down. 
What can I see? Trees, rocks, waves, an old 
abandoned tower or something. I’ve got 
another two weeks here. If Z & A don’t come 

soon, I think I’ll go out of my mind!

Melissa

 I woke up scared stiff. There was a bird 
screeching outside. Then I heard noises in the 
bushes like something was digging a huge 
hole. And this ‘thing’ sounded big! I looked 
out but couldn’t see anything except for the 

moon and stars. And then I heard the whine of a mosquito. 
And that was the end of my night’s so-called sleep.

140
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WRITING              A report

2

VOCABULARY

5 In your own words, say what the following expressions 
mean. Think of a context where you might use them.

● What’s up? ● I’m trying to figure out what to do.
● There’s no point. ● It’s a really big deal.
● To tell the truth, ... ● You’d better get moving.

6 Look at Express yourself and tick the expressions that you 
heard in the conversation. Then listen again and check.

YOUR TURN TO SPEAK

7 Read the problems and note the advice you would give.

I’ve discovered that my sister has stolen something from  
a shop. It’s only some make up, but should I say something 
to her? Should I tell our parents?

My friend copies my style! If I get my hair cut, she gets the same. 

She’s now got the same trainers, the same watch, and recently 

she even copied my signature red jacket. What can I do?

My mum’s just lost her job. Now my parents say we all 
have to tighten our belts. No more drum lessons or gym 
memberships. No more new trainers or designer clothes. 
What will my friends say?

My friends are always texting and playing games on their 
phones. It’s so boring. We never talk anymore. I’d like to do 
things with them and have fun like we used to.

I’m really worried about summer camp. I‘m no good at sport 
– I prefer theatre and art. I’m concerned that I won’t make 
friends and that people will exclude me.

8  Work in your groups of three or four. Ask for and 
give advice for the problems in exercise 7. 

You’ll have fun. You shouldn’t worry about it.

Why don’t you go to a summer camp that does art?

I think I’ll have a really bad time at 
summer camp because I don’t like sport.

Yes, but I’ve tried playing games like football 
and tennis and I hate them. I’m just no good.

1 If you feel stressed, what do you do? Choose the things 
you have tried. 

● Buy a packet of peanuts and 
eat them

● Cry
● Drink a few cups of strong coffee
● Eat a bar of chocolate
● Eat a bowl of green vegetables

● Go for a swim
● Go for a walk or a run
● Nothing
● Ring your friends
● Watch a funny film 

and laugh

2  Using the list of de-stressing methods in exercise 1, 
ask every student in your class the following questions 
and record your answers.

1 Which de‑stressing methods have you tried?
2 Which are the most / least useful ways of de‑stressing?

3 Read the report and answer the questions.

1 Which de‑stressing method did no one in the class use?
2 What was the most popular way for students to de‑stress?
3 Which is the cheapest and easiest way to de‑stress?

Ways to de-stress
by Millie Fegan and class 10C

The aim of this report is to provide information about how people 
in our class de-stress.

A lot of people said that exercise is a good way to lower their 
stress levels, but you have to be careful you don’t do too much. 
If you do too much exercise, you increase the levels of a stress 
hormone (cortisol) and you end up feeling worse. Walking and 
swimming were the most popular forms of exercise.

We found out that not many people eat ‘calming’ foods when 
they are stressed. A handful of nuts or seeds, as well as a 
few more green vegetables with your meals, are all good ways 
to calm down. They should try and avoid things like coffee, 
chocolate and sugar. These aren’t good for stress levels and can 
actually make you feel more stressed. 

No one realized that laughing is the cheapest and easiest way 
to de-stress. Laughing activates your body’s response to stress 
which then quickly calms you down, so you feel more relaxed. 
In addition, laughter can improve your immune system.

In conclusion, it appears that the best ways to de-stress are also 
the cheapest. We recommend that you try those things whenever 
you feel stressed.

4 Look at the expressions below for introducing results in 
a report. Then find four more in the text. 

Our survey showed that ...
Not many people told us that ...
We discovered that ...

PLAN BEFORE YOU WRITE

5 Prepare and carry out a class survey. Choose from one 
of the titles below or use the same title as Millie.

● Most popular weekend activities: duties and hobbies
● Most popular types of music, bands and singers 

people listen to
● Best ways to revise for exams

6 Plan your questions. Then ask your classmates the 
questions and note down their answers.

WRITE NOW

7 Write your report.

1 Use Millie’s report as a model.
2 Use your notes from exercise 6 and the plan below.
3 Remember to include some expressions for adding ideas.

Paragraph 1 – explain the purpose of your report.
Paragraph 2 –  write about something that a lot of 

people did.
Paragraph 3 –  write about something that a few  

people did.
Paragraph 4 – write about something that no one did.
Paragraph 5 –  conclude your report with a 

recommendation.

CHECK AND CORRECT

8 Check and correct your report.

1 Check that the words and expressions for adding ideas 
are correct.

2 In pairs, swap your reports and check each other’s work.

YOUR TURN  
TO WRITE

Introducing results
WRITING
SKILL
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Video

● Each video contains an original short documentary 
which introduces a different English-speaking country 
from around the world. 

● Students are introduced to some names, places or 
other cultural information before they watch. They find 
out the significance of these, as well as learning more 
interesting information about each country. 

Stories

● Each Student’s Book contains 
three original stories. They have 
been specially written for the 
course, with teenage protagonists, 
and deal with themes from the 
Student’s Book.

● The stories are rich in new 
vocabulary. They contain 
comprehension activities, 
vocabulary exploitation and  
follow-up speaking activities in 
order for students to exploit them 
as much as possible.

1
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Exam preparation

 Help and advice to allow 
students to maximize their 
performance

2

This section is aimed at teachers who are preparing their 
students for exams from the Cambridge English Language 
Assessment range or from ETS. Each level of the series focuses 
on the most appropriate exams for the level of the book, so 
High Achievers Assessment edition B1+ prepares students 
for the Cambridge First exam and for both the Standard and 
Comprehensive versions of the TOEFL Junior® Test.

The Cambridge First exam and the TOEFL Junior® Test are 
internationally recognized qualifications  
in English.

Prepare for the TOEFL Junior® Test

● There are nine lessons in the Student’s Book – one per 
unit – covering both the Standard and Comprehensive 
versions of the TOEFL Junior® Test. The content of 
the lessons follows the unit topics, so the lessons feel 
integrated and can be covered at any point during  
a unit. 

● Each lesson focuses on a particular task from one of the 
papers of the test; there is a balance of tasks from all 
sections of the test throughout the section. There is a 
series of activities carefully designed to give students 
practice in the skills they need to perform the task well, 
and familiarise them with the format of the task.

● The language level required to complete the activities is 
the level of the corresponding Student’s Book unit.

● The Workbook contains a complete page 
corresponding to each Student’s Book exams lesson, 
consisting of further practice of the task focused on in 
the Student’s Book. 

● There is accompanying audio for Listening tasks.

Prepare for Cambridge Exams

● There are nine lessons in the Student’s Book – one per 
unit – covering the Cambridge First exam. The content 
of the lessons follows the unit topics, so the lessons feel 
integrated and can be covered at any point during a unit. 

● Each lesson focuses on a particular task from one of the papers 
of the exam; there is a balance of tasks from all papers of 
the exam throughout the section. There is a series of activities 
carefully designed to give students practice in the skills 
they need to perform the task well, and familiarise them 
with the format of the task.

● The language level required to complete the activities is 
the level of the corresponding Student’s Book unit.

● The Workbook contains a complete page corresponding 
to each Student’s Book exams lesson, consisting of further 
practice of the task focused on in the Student’s Book. 

● There is accompanying audio for Listening tasks.

 Help and advice to allow 
students to maximize their 
performance

2

 

Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 1

LISTENING              Listening for specific information

Look again at page 122 of your Student’s Book. Read About the exam and the Tip. Then do the task below.

29  You will hear a man talking about the history of pizza. For questions 1-10, complete the sentences with a 
word or short phrase.

Some experts believe that the first pizzas were cooked 
in (1) …..…… .

The word ‘pizza’ was first used in the year (2) …..…… 
AD.

In the 16th century, pizza was considered to be a food 
for (3) …..…… . 

As its popularity grew, pizza became a (4) ……..… 
attraction in Naples.

Pizzas originally consisted of bread topped with oil, 
cheese and (5) …..…… . 

When tomatoes first arrived in Italy they were used as 
(6) …..…… .

In 1889, pizza-maker Raffaele Esposito created the 
first Pizza Margherita to honour the wife of the Italian 
(7) …..…… .

The ingredients of a Margherita were selected to match 
the colours of the (8) …..……. .

Pizza was introduced in the USA in the late (9) ………..  
century.

At America’s first pizzeria, many people could not 
(10) …..……   to buy a whole pizza so they bought a 
slice instead.

A history of pizza

122
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Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 1

LISTENING 

Listening for specific information

ABOUT THE EXAM
In this part of the test, you listen to a monologue and 
complete ten gapped sentences with a word, a number or a 
short phrase from the recording. You should write no more 
than three words in each gap.

1  Look at sentences 1–6 from a boy talking about his 
blog. Match the kind of information missing in A–F. In 
pairs, compare your answers.

1 I’ve had my blog for ... . 
2 I write about … , which is parkour.
3 Another term for parkour is … .
4 The sport came from ... .
5 My readers are mostly ... like me.
6 I tell people about ... to practise in the city. 

A the place of origin
B a location
C a period of time (e.g. three weeks)
D another name for parkour
E a type of person
F a topic (e.g. sport)

2  Now listen and complete the gaps. 

3 Read the Tip. Then look at the Task. For questions 1–10, 
predict what sort of information is missing. 

You have 45 seconds to prepare before you listen. 
Use this time to read the text carefully and decide 
what kind of information is missing. The sentences 
you have to complete are not exactly the same 
as the recording, but you should write the exact 
words that you hear in the gaps.

TIP

NOW YOUR TURN

4  Try the Task. Listen and complete gaps 1–10.

5 Check your answers. Make sure the spelling is correct 
and don’t leave any gaps empty.

6  In pairs, compare your answers. Are any of your 
answers different?

You will hear a woman giving a talk about her work.

My job as a book reviewer
 
Philippa Marsh is the (1) ... of a website that reviews 
books. 

She started writing book reviews about (2) … .

She really enjoyed writing reviews for a newspaper 
because she got (3) … , and could sometimes meet 
authors. 

She then became a book reviewer for newspapers 
and (4) … .

The site is popular and gets a lot of visits from 
readers, (5) … . 

If an author gets angry about a review, she may 
adjust it, or (6) … the website.

The majority of authors like using the website to 
(7) … their books. 

Listeners who are interested in reviewing shouldn’t 
waste their time on (8) … or dull books. 

A reviewer should never give away too much of 
(9) … , or just write a summary of the story.

A review should say if a book is good. According to 
some readers that depends on (10) … of the writing; 
according to others it’s all about the story. 

TASK

122
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2

1 3

 Key information about 
the task focused on in 
this lesson

1

 An exam-style activity at the 
end of each lesson. Students 
attempt this once they have 
learnt about and prepared 
for the task. They could do 
this under exam conditions. 

3

 Key information about the 
task focused on in this lesson

1
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EXAM PREPARATION

 Help and advice to allow 
students to maximize their 
performance

2

Prepare for the TOEFL Junior® Test

● There are nine lessons in the Student’s Book – one per 
unit – covering both the Standard and Comprehensive 
versions of the TOEFL Junior® Test. The content of 
the lessons follows the unit topics, so the lessons feel 
integrated and can be covered at any point during  
a unit. 

● Each lesson focuses on a particular task from one of the 
papers of the test; there is a balance of tasks from all 
sections of the test throughout the section. There is a 
series of activities carefully designed to give students 
practice in the skills they need to perform the task well, 
and familiarise them with the format of the task.

● The language level required to complete the activities is 
the level of the corresponding Student’s Book unit.

● The Workbook contains a complete page 
corresponding to each Student’s Book exams lesson, 
consisting of further practice of the task focused on in 
the Student’s Book. 

● There is accompanying audio for Listening tasks.

Prepare for the TOEFL Junior® Test Unit 1

SPEAKING              Read aloud 

Look again at page 123 of your Student’s Book. Read About the test and the Tip. Then do the tasks below.

1 30  Listen to and read three words that will appear in the passage. 

2 Now read the passage aloud.

politicians
aspire
profession

Role models

Do you have a role model? Many people would say ‘yes’ to this question. 
Nowadays, people tend to consider movie stars, politicians, and athletes 
to be their role models. We might admire their good looks, their interesting 
ideas, or their outstanding achievements. However, in the past, people’s 
role models tended to be a little closer to home. Before the creation of mass 
media, it was common to aspire to be like your parents. Young boys often 
wanted to follow in their fathers’ footsteps when they became older. After 
they finished school, they might take up the same profession as their dads. 
Furthermore, young girls probably based their behavior and attitudes more 
on their mothers than anyone else. Before television, newspapers and the 
internet, parents were the most common role models. These days, however, 
because of the media’s influence, parents often feel like they are competing 
with famous people for their children’s attention.       

123
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Prepare for the TOEFL Junior® Test Unit 1

SPEAKING

Read aloud 

ABOUT THE TEST
In the Speaking section, you have to read a short passage 
aloud. You will have one minute to read the passage to 
yourself. Then you will have one minute to read the passage 
into the microphone.

The Read aloud passage will often include 
sentences that have two or more parts to them. 
Show you know how to use the correct intonation. 
Both parts usually have a rising-falling intonation, 
with a pause in between. 

TIP 1

1  Read About the test and Tip 1. Then listen to the 
sentences below. Which is the correct intonation 
pattern, A, B, or C?  

A At the moment, / I’m reading a book about travel.

B At the moment, / I’m reading a book about travel.

C At the moment, / I’m reading a book about travel.

2  In pairs, practice reading the sentence in exercise 1. 
Use the correct intonation pattern. 

Some conjunctions are part of a longer clause, 
while others are followed immediately by a 
comma, indicating a pause. Show you know the 
correct intonation and where to pause.

TIP 2

3 Read Tip 2. Then, put the conjunctions in the correct 
category. 

As a result of     At the moment     Because of     
Consequently     Since     Therefore     These days

Followed by a comma / pause Part of a longer clause

At the moment, Because of …

4  Listen and repeat the sentences.

1 Because of the bad weather, they stayed in and read 
books. 

2 These days, I read everything on my e-reader. 
3 Since she moved, she hasn’t been to the book club.  

NOW YOUR TURN

5  Now do the Task. Listen to and read three 
words that will appear in the paragraph. 
Remember how to pronounce those words.   

6  Now read the passage in the Task aloud.

International Reading Habits

What kinds of books do you like best? How much time 
do you spend reading every week? An international 
survey recently put these questions to more than 
1,000 people from across the world. As a result of 
the survey, we found out some interesting facts. 
The world’s most popular book genre is the fantasy 
novel; however, poetry books were the least favorite. 
The survey also showed that people in South Korea 
spent the least amount of time reading, just over three 
hours per week, while people in India spent the most 
time reading, nearly 11 hours per week. However, 
the average amount of time spent reading in the 21 
countries surveyed was between five and seven hours 
per week. In this digital age of video games and TV on 
demand, that doesn’t seem too bad.

TASK

International Reading Habits
survey
genre
majority

 
Comprehensive
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Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 1

LISTENING              Listening for specific information

Look again at page 122 of your Student’s Book. Read About the exam and the Tip. Then do the task below.

29  You will hear a man talking about the history of pizza. For questions 1-10, complete the sentences with a 
word or short phrase.

Some experts believe that the first pizzas were cooked 
in (1) …..…… .

The word ‘pizza’ was first used in the year (2) …..…… 
AD.

In the 16th century, pizza was considered to be a food 
for (3) …..…… . 

As its popularity grew, pizza became a (4) ……..… 
attraction in Naples.

Pizzas originally consisted of bread topped with oil, 
cheese and (5) …..…… . 

When tomatoes first arrived in Italy they were used as 
(6) …..…… .

In 1889, pizza-maker Raffaele Esposito created the 
first Pizza Margherita to honour the wife of the Italian 
(7) …..…… .

The ingredients of a Margherita were selected to match 
the colours of the (8) …..……. .

Pizza was introduced in the USA in the late (9) ………..  
century.

At America’s first pizzeria, many people could not 
(10) …..……   to buy a whole pizza so they bought a 
slice instead.

A history of pizza

122
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1

2 3 Key information about the 
task focused on in this lesson

1

 An exam-style activity at the 
end of each lesson. Students 
attempt this once they have 
learnt about and prepared 
for the task. They could do 
this under exam conditions.

3
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10

Workbook 
The Workbook provides practice of all the Student’s Book material for students to do 
at home or in class. Every lesson in the Student’s Book has a corresponding page of 
Workbook practice, on the same page number, for easy reference. 

End-of-Unit Reviews

● Students revise grammar and vocabulary from each unit 
through a fun crossword and an error correction exercise. 

● This page also contains I CAN statements which assess 
students’ progress through the Common European 
Framework.

Writing Reference

● The Writing Reference contains all the model texts from 
the Student’s Book Writing lessons, with a number of key 
aspects of the text highlighted and explained, for students 
to refer to as they write their own texts. 

Starter lessons

● The grammar and vocabulary 
from each Starter lesson are 
consolidated in the Workbook 
Starter pages. 

Units 1–9

● Every language and skills 
area from the Student’s Book 
including the exams sections, 
has a corresponding Workbook 
page, which gives further 
practice of the language or skill 
in question. 

● Student’s audio is provided 
for Listening and Interaction 
lessons, for students to continue 
developing the listening skill 
at home. Students access the audio 
material to listen or download on  
the website. 

● Each unit contains a Webquest, 
where students can find out 
more about topics featured in the 
Student’s Book units online.

Three-Unit Reviews

● The grammar and vocabulary 
from the previous three units is 
pulled together in a number of 
activities that provide intensive 
language revision.

Video

● Students watch a new video 
related to a cultural aspect of the 
country featured in the Student’s 
Book Video section. They 
follow up by researching more 
interesting aspects of the topic 
to share with their classmates. 

 Word Zone Extra: 
Consolidation and 
extension of Word 
Zone in the 
Student’s Book

1  Want To Know More?:  
A vocabulary extension 
section with a new set 
of vocabulary, related to 
the Student’s Book set, 
appearing twice per unit 

2

1
VOCABULARY         Book review

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Words connected to books

7 Complete the types of novel.

NOVELS

1 c _ _ m _

3 gr _ _ _ _ _2 cl _ _ _ _ _

5 h _ st _ _ _ _ _ _4 f _ _ _ _ _ y

8 Match the book genres in the box to the correct definition.

adventure story     autobiography     biography     horror story     
non-fiction book     romance     science fiction story

1 a book a person writes about himself or herself 
 

2 a story that is set in the future, sometimes in space or on 
another planet  

3 a book about places or events that are real 
 

4 a story about love  
5 a scary or frightening story that can be true or invented  

 
6 a book about a person’s life that another person writes 

 
7 a story that has dangerous, exciting, unusual and 

interesting events  

9 Choose two book genres from exercises 7 and 8 and 
write sentences about those genres. Use the words 
below or your own ideas.

● I enjoy / like / love / don’t like / hate …
● My favourite … book is …
● I like / don’t like … because …
● I would / wouldn’t recommend … to a friend because …

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 Look at the picture. Label the picture with the correct 
words from the box. Use a dictionary to help you if 
necessary.

author     back cover     blurb     ebook     front cover     
hardback     paperback     publisher     spine

Running Scared
Available in the following formats:

Product details

Number of pages: 112
8   : iUniverse.com (February 6, 2012)
9   : Mac Bowers
ISBN: 978-1462083824

4  

5  

6  

7  

2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
€8

1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
€15

3 _ _ _ _ _
€5

11 Circle the correct words.

1 The design of that front cover / spine doesn’t make me 
want to read the book.

2 I always read the blurb / publisher on the back of a book 
before I buy a book.  

3 I prefer reading back cover / paperback books. 
4 My grandmother’s got an ebook / an author. Her eyesight 

isn’t very good, so she can read more easily with it.
5 My favourite author / blurb is J.K. Rowling. I think she’s 

amazing.
6 KidPub Press is a publisher / an author that publishes 

books by children and young writers.
7 Front cover / Hardback versions of books are usually 

published before any other version and cost more.
8 This is a new book. Who is the ebook / publisher?
9 The spine / blurb of a book usually has the title, the 

author and the publisher.

12 Write sentences using three of the words in exercise 10.

 

 

 

9
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Life changes1

1 Read the text quickly. What is it about?

A How to publish your own book
B A young author and her first book
C The reason behind the increase in e-book sales

Publish it 
yourself
With easier access 
to technology, more 
and more people are 
publishing their own 
books and ‘self-publishing’ 
is becoming popular 
with people of all ages, 
including teenagers.

Mac Bowers lives in 
Pennsylvania with her 
father, her brother and 
sister and her two dogs. Like any other teenager, she 
goes to school during the day but at nights and in 
her spare time she writes books. Her dad suggested 
that Mac publish her book. He gave her some money 
to help her and he’s very proud of her achievements.

Published in 2012, Mac’s first book is called Running 
Scared and critics of all ages have praised it. It tells 
the story of a sixteen-year-old American girl called 
Morgan Casey. Morgan moves from a big city in 
California to live in a very small community in 
Pennsylvania. Morgan knows she needs to make new 
friends but she is worried about something. Morgan 
has a secret that she doesn’t want to share with 
anyone.

On her first day at her new high school Morgan 
meets Charlie. Charlie is a lively, talkative and 
friendly boy and they soon become good friends. 
Charlie talks to Morgan a lot and eventually she tells 
Charlie her secret in the hope that he can help her 
escape her past. However, she regrets it immediately. 
It’s a tense story that keeps you guessing to the very 
end. 

Are you feeling inspired? Do you think you can write 
a good story? If so, we recommend that you try self-
publishing, we can vouch for it! But remember  … 
you’ll probably need some money!

2 Read the text. Write the names of the people and 
characters.

Who …
1 is a young author?  
2 moves to Pennsylvania?  
3 has a secret?  
4 is chatty and friendly?  

3 Read the text again and answer the questions.

1 According to the text, why are more people publishing 
their own books?

  
2 When does Mac Bowers write?
  
3 Where did Morgan Casey use to live?
  
4 When does Morgan meet Charlie?
  
5 How does Morgan feel when she tells Charlie her secret?
  

4 Answer the questions with your own opinions.

1 What do you think Morgan’s secret is?
  
2 Would you like to read this book? Why / Why not?
   

Verbs to say things are good

5 Search the text for three more words 
related with recommendations.

1 recommend
2 s 
3 p 
4 v   f 

WORD
ZONE

EX
TR

A

6 Write recommendations for these things. Use a verb 
from exercise 5.

1 a book 
 

2 a website 
 

3 a gadget 
 

4 a DVD 
 

8

READING
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8 Read the text and choose the correct words.

What’s new and exciting? 
Is it a new year and is it a 
new you?

Posted by Millie, January 
16th, 9.30pm

Every year on January 1st, people 1   New 
Year’s resolutions about life choices and changes for the year 
ahead. I’m one of those people! LOL!
Here are my top three resolutions for the year ahead:
I 2   fit, learn to cook and I’m definitely 
not going to forget my gran’s birthday (again!).
Progress so far …
It’s now the middle of January, and I 3   to 
two capoeira classes 4   January 1st.
The good things 
I’ve met lots of other young people my age and they’re all 
really friendly.
I 5   fitter and my 6   
has improved. I’m also less stressed – hooray!
The bad things 
It’s just SO hard doing it. But 7   I practise 
hard every day, I 8   fit enough to perform 
in the show this summer .
What are your New Year’s resolutions? Post a comment and 
tell me NOW!

1
A  are making B  have made C  make
2 
A  ’ll be getting B  ’m going to get C  ’m getting
3
A  ’ve been B  go C  went 
4
A  for B  yet C  since
5
A  ’m feeling B  ’m going to feel C  ’ve felt 
6
A  concentrate  B  concentration C  concentrating
7
A  when B  unless C  if 
8
A  ’ll be B  ’m C  won’t be 

BEFORE YOU WATCH        

1 Read the introduction and the questions in NOW WATCH.

Introduction
The Celts were a people that lived in Great Britain, Ireland, 
France and the Iberian peninsula from before the Roman 
Empire.

NOW WATCH        

2 Answer the questions.

1 Where can you hear variations of the word ‘Celt’ ?
 

2 How did ancient Roman writers describe Celtic warriors?
 

3 Who was Boudica?
 

4 What are Druids a combination of?
 

5 What is said about Irish Christian Celts?
 

3 Match the words and phrases from the video with their 
definitions.

1 heritage A  to defend yourself against someone 
or something

2 fierce B  dried stems of grain, used for animal 
bedding and building materials  

3 fight off C spread out over a wide area
4 straw D  traditions and culture
5 dispersed E aggressive, ferocious

FOLLOW UP        

Go online and find out another interesting fact about the 
Celts to share with your class. Complete the sentence below.

Did you know that  

  ?

The CeltsVideoVideo

39
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Review Units 1–3

1 Circle the word that doesn’t belong with the others and 
write it in the right group.

1 biography     insurance     order     refund     
  

2 get to know     greeting card     have a goal     brush up    
  

3 instructions     letter     message     savings    
  

4 adventure     non-fiction     science fiction     set up      
  

5 complication     concentration     information     receipt     
  

6 account     credit card     overcharge     relaxation     
  

2 Circle the correct prepositions.

1 How are you going to prepare to / for your oral exam?
2 We can borrow the money from / with my parents to 

buy the tickets.
3 My teacher always complains about / in my handwriting .
4 What are you planning to / for do this summer?
5 Alfie’s dad is training for / to a half-marathon. It’s hard 

work!
6 We’re learning up / about ancient Greece at the moment.

3 Complete the sentences with a phrasal verb from the box.

chill out     deal with     flick through     
get out     read on     tell off

1 I have to   and find out what happens 
at the end of the book.

2 Let’s just   at mine tonight and watch 
a DVD.

3 Quick! Let’s tidy up now or my parents will   
us   when they get back.

4 Why don’t you   this graphic novel 
and see what the illustrations are like?

5 There are a lot of different areas I want to   
in my talk.

6 Where can I   some cash   
round here? Is there a cash machine?

8 Read the text and choose the correct words.

What’s new and exciting? 
Is it a new year and is it a 
new you?

Posted by Millie, January 
16th, 9.30pm

Every year on January 1st, people 1   New 
Year’s resolutions about life choices and changes for the year 
ahead. I’m one of those people! LOL!
Here are my top three resolutions for the year ahead:
I 2   fit, learn to cook and I’m definitely 
not going to forget my gran’s birthday (again!).
Progress so far …
It’s now the middle of January, and I 3   to 
two capoeira classes 4   January 1st.
The good things 
I’ve met lots of other young people my age and they’re all 
really friendly.
I 5   fitter and my 6   
has improved. I’m also less stressed – hooray!
The bad things 
It’s just SO hard doing it. But 7   I practise 
hard every day, I 8   fit enough to perform 
in the show this summer .
What are your New Year’s resolutions? Post a comment and 
tell me NOW!

1
A  are making B  have made C  make
2 
A  ’ll be getting B  ’m going to get C  ’m getting
3
A  ’ve been B  go C  went 
4
A  for B  yet C  since
5
A  ’m feeling B  ’m going to feel C  ’ve felt 
6
A  concentrate  B  concentration C  concentrating
7
A  when B  unless C  if 
8
A  ’ll be B  ’m C  won’t be 

4 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

’ll send     already     been     for      since     will definitely

1 If we go to the concert we   you a photo.
2 I’ve been in my bedroom   half an hour.
3 Hugh   pass his exams. He’s worked so 

hard.
4 My parents have   booked a holiday 

for next year.
5 Janie and Darren have   together 

  last year.

5 Complete the dialogues with the present simple, present 
continuous or the present perfect of the verbs in brackets.

1 A:   How   your dad   
(get) to work?

 B:  He usually   (drive).

2 A:   Hi Harriet, it’s Jean here. Hey,   you 
  (start) your English essay yet?

 B:   I   (write) it now – it’s quite hard!

3 A:   Why   you   
(stand) out here in the rain?

 B:  I   (wait) for Sean to arrive … again!

4 A:     you   (see) the 
new Leonardo DiCaprio film?

 B:  No, I haven’t. What   (be) it like?

6 Match the sentence halves.

1 This time tomorrow A seen that film three times.
2 We’re going to learn B if it rains at the weekend.
3 I’ve already C we’ll be lying on a beach!
4 They won’t go camping D you’ll see lots of animals.
5 If you go on a safari, E to ski this winter.

1 _ 2 _ 3 _ 4 _ 5 _

7 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets.

1 I   (go) to the party unless you came.
2 I wish I   (have) more money. 
3 If you   (live) here, where would you live?
4 If I   (find) a wallet in the street, I would 

take it to the police station. 
5 I wish I   (watch) that horror film 

earlier. I can’t sleep now. 

38
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11

WORKBOOK

End-of-Unit Reviews

● Students revise grammar and vocabulary from each unit 
through a fun crossword and an error correction exercise. 

● This page also contains I CAN statements which assess 
students’ progress through the Common European 
Framework.

Review Unit 1

Across
1 I read the … on the back of the book but it didn’t sound 

interesting 
6 So you were sick on your birthday? You poor ... !
7 I found a discount voucher while I was ... through the 

magazine.
8 I’ve ... to Africa twice, but I’ve never ... to England.
9 I’ve ... finished my test. Can I leave now?

Down
2 He ... that film to everyone, because he really liked it.
3 They decided to distribute a … explaining the reasons for the 

strike.
4 What? They cancelled the party? You’re ... !
5 My father’s reading Mandela’s ... , the one that journalist 

wrote. 
10 I’m reading the latest Superman ... novel.

Reading

 I can understand a personal webpage about books.
  I can understand a personal blog. 

Vocabulary

 I can talk about things we read and review books.

Grammar

  I can use the present simple, present continuous and 
historical present.

  I can use the present perfect simple with different verbs to 
link past events to the present.

Listening

  I can use the present perfect simple with different adverbs 
to link past events to the present. 

Interaction

 I can start a conversation about books.
 I can recommend and ask for information about books.

Challenge

 I can review and talk about a book.

Writing

 I can use expressions for giving reasons and results.
 I can write a book review.

1  2  

3  4  5  

6  

7  8  

9  

10  

1 My father recomended that I join the football team. 
 

2 He’s reading the newspaper now, but he’s usually 
reading novels.
 

3 I’ve got an exam tomorrow. The happy thing is, I really 
enjoy exams!
 

4 She’s been brought on by her grandparents because her 
parents work abroad. 
 

5 I’ve never gone to Germany, but I’d like to.
 

6 Are you many of a reader?
 

7 That new bestseller is awesome. I couldn’t put it out.
 

8 What ’s the film like? Will you recommend it?
 

CROSSWORD

I CAN... ERROR CORRECTION

104
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Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 1

LISTENING              Listening for specific information

Look again at page 122 of your Student’s Book. Read About the exam and the Tip. Then do the task below.

29  You will hear a man talking about the history of pizza. For questions 1-10, complete the sentences with a 
word or short phrase.

Some experts believe that the first pizzas were cooked 
in (1) …..…… .

The word ‘pizza’ was first used in the year (2) …..…… 
AD.

In the 16th century, pizza was considered to be a food 
for (3) …..…… . 

As its popularity grew, pizza became a (4) ……..… 
attraction in Naples.

Pizzas originally consisted of bread topped with oil, 
cheese and (5) …..…… . 

When tomatoes first arrived in Italy they were used as 
(6) …..…… .

In 1889, pizza-maker Raffaele Esposito created the 
first Pizza Margherita to honour the wife of the Italian 
(7) …..…… .

The ingredients of a Margherita were selected to match 
the colours of the (8) …..……. .

Pizza was introduced in the USA in the late (9) ………..  
century.

At America’s first pizzeria, many people could not 
(10) …..……   to buy a whole pizza so they bought a 
slice instead.

A history of pizza

122
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Writing Reference Unit 1

A book review The Unforgotten Coat
by harry stevenson

The Unforgotten Coat was 
written by Frank Cottrell 
Boyce and was published in 
2011.

It is set in a school in 
Liverpool, and it tells the 
story of two brothers from Mongolia, Chingis 
and Nergui, who join the school. The narrator 
is Julie, one of the students in the boys’ class. 
She has gone back to her primary school years 
later when it is about to be demolished. She 
finds Chingis’s coat in the lost property box, 
and this is the starting point of the story.

Julie was Chingis and Nergui’s ‘good guide’, 
so she was responsible for teaching them about 
life in the UK and helping them to understand 
things like football, the school uniform and the 
English language. One day, the boys disappear 
from school, but Julie follows them and brings 
them back. However, the next day, the class 
finds out that the boys have been sent back to 
Mongolia because they do not have the correct 
paperwork to stay in the UK.

It is beautifully presented in the form of 
a diary with photos from the boys’ camera, 
which Julie finds in the pocket of the coat. It 
is funny, moving and full of surprises. I would 
recommend this book to readers of all ages.

Tips for writing English
We use capital letters for the key words in the title of a book, e.g. 

Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time 

We use the passive and by + author’s name, e.g. 
It was written by Mark Haddon.
It was written by J. K. Rowling.

Use by to introduce the author of a 
piece of writing.

Use the present simple to describe 
the setting and to relate events of 
the story.

 Give more details about the story 
and any key events.

 Describe the book: setting, 
characters, plot etc.

Use adjectives to express your 
opinion.

Use so to show the result of 
something

Use because to give a reason for 
something

 Start your review with basic 
facts about the book, such as title, 
author and publication date.

Use and before the final item in a list.

 Give your opinion on the book. 
End the review with a sentence that 
summarizes it, such as whether you 
would recommend it.

Use the past simple passive to say 
who the book was written by, and 
when it was published. 

113
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Vocabulary Bank

140

UNIT 1

adventure story

advertisement

autobiography

be set

biography

blog

blurb

bring up

brochure

catalogue

classic novel

crime novel

diagram

events

fantasy novel

flick through

flyer

genre

graphic novel

greetings card

grow up

historical novel

horror story

instructions

leaflet

letter

main character

menu

message

narrator 

non-fiction book

note

notice

plot

programme

published

put on

read on

recommend

romance

science fiction story

written

UNIT 2

activation

admission

brush up

chill out

complication

concentration

correction

deal with

do a course

do exercise

do volunteer work

get active

get to know

go to the gym

happiness

have a goal

helpfulness

improve

information

join a club

keep fit

kindness

laziness

loneliness

look around

plan to

production

reduction

relaxation 

sadness

selfishness

set up

sign up for

silliness

slow down

take up

train for

weakness

UNIT 3

account

apologize for

approve of

be taken in 

657863 _ 0140_0144.indd   140 26/02/2015   11:43

Writing Reference

● The Writing Reference contains all the model texts from 
the Student’s Book Writing lessons, with a number of key 
aspects of the text highlighted and explained, for students 
to refer to as they write their own texts. 

Exams

● The Exams sections help your students to prepare for 
Cambridge  or TOEFL exams.

● Each Exams lesson in the Student’s Book has a 
corresponding page in the Workbook.

● Each page 
gives further 
practice of 
the exams 
tasks 
and skills 
developed in 
the Student’s 
Book unit.

Vocabulary Bank

● The Vocabulary Bank is a convenient unit-by-unit reference 
with all the key items from the Vocabulary sections in the 
main Student’s Book units. 

1
VOCABULARY         Book review

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Words connected to books

7 Complete the types of novel.

NOVELS

1 c _ _ m _

3 gr _ _ _ _ _2 cl _ _ _ _ _

5 h _ st _ _ _ _ _ _4 f _ _ _ _ _ y

8 Match the book genres in the box to the correct definition.

adventure story     autobiography     biography     horror story     
non-fiction book     romance     science fiction story

1 a book a person writes about himself or herself 
 

2 a story that is set in the future, sometimes in space or on 
another planet  

3 a book about places or events that are real 
 

4 a story about love  
5 a scary or frightening story that can be true or invented  

 
6 a book about a person’s life that another person writes 

 
7 a story that has dangerous, exciting, unusual and 

interesting events  

9 Choose two book genres from exercises 7 and 8 and 
write sentences about those genres. Use the words 
below or your own ideas.

● I enjoy / like / love / don’t like / hate …
● My favourite … book is …
● I like / don’t like … because …
● I would / wouldn’t recommend … to a friend because …

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10 Look at the picture. Label the picture with the correct 
words from the box. Use a dictionary to help you if 
necessary.

author     back cover     blurb     ebook     front cover     
hardback     paperback     publisher     spine

Running Scared
Available in the following formats:

Product details

Number of pages: 112
8   : iUniverse.com (February 6, 2012)
9   : Mac Bowers
ISBN: 978-1462083824

4  

5  

6  

7  

2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
€8

1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
€15

3 _ _ _ _ _
€5

11 Circle the correct words.

1 The design of that front cover / spine doesn’t make me 
want to read the book.

2 I always read the blurb / publisher on the back of a book 
before I buy a book.  

3 I prefer reading back cover / paperback books. 
4 My grandmother’s got an ebook / an author. Her eyesight 

isn’t very good, so she can read more easily with it.
5 My favourite author / blurb is J.K. Rowling. I think she’s 

amazing.
6 KidPub Press is a publisher / an author that publishes 

books by children and young writers.
7 Front cover / Hardback versions of books are usually 

published before any other version and cost more.
8 This is a new book. Who is the ebook / publisher?
9 The spine / blurb of a book usually has the title, the 

author and the publisher.

12 Write sentences using three of the words in exercise 10.

 

 

 

9
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8 Read the text and choose the correct words.

What’s new and exciting? 
Is it a new year and is it a 
new you?

Posted by Millie, January 
16th, 9.30pm

Every year on January 1st, people 1   New 
Year’s resolutions about life choices and changes for the year 
ahead. I’m one of those people! LOL!
Here are my top three resolutions for the year ahead:
I 2   fit, learn to cook and I’m definitely 
not going to forget my gran’s birthday (again!).
Progress so far …
It’s now the middle of January, and I 3   to 
two capoeira classes 4   January 1st.
The good things 
I’ve met lots of other young people my age and they’re all 
really friendly.
I 5   fitter and my 6   
has improved. I’m also less stressed – hooray!
The bad things 
It’s just SO hard doing it. But 7   I practise 
hard every day, I 8   fit enough to perform 
in the show this summer .
What are your New Year’s resolutions? Post a comment and 
tell me NOW!

1
A  are making B  have made C  make
2 
A  ’ll be getting B  ’m going to get C  ’m getting
3
A  ’ve been B  go C  went 
4
A  for B  yet C  since
5
A  ’m feeling B  ’m going to feel C  ’ve felt 
6
A  concentrate  B  concentration C  concentrating
7
A  when B  unless C  if 
8
A  ’ll be B  ’m C  won’t be 

BEFORE YOU WATCH        

1 Read the introduction and the questions in NOW WATCH.

Introduction
The Celts were a people that lived in Great Britain, Ireland, 
France and the Iberian peninsula from before the Roman 
Empire.

NOW WATCH        

2 Answer the questions.

1 Where can you hear variations of the word ‘Celt’ ?
 

2 How did ancient Roman writers describe Celtic warriors?
 

3 Who was Boudica?
 

4 What are Druids a combination of?
 

5 What is said about Irish Christian Celts?
 

3 Match the words and phrases from the video with their 
definitions.

1 heritage A  to defend yourself against someone 
or something

2 fierce B  dried stems of grain, used for animal 
bedding and building materials  

3 fight off C spread out over a wide area
4 straw D  traditions and culture
5 dispersed E aggressive, ferocious

FOLLOW UP        

Go online and find out another interesting fact about the 
Celts to share with your class. Complete the sentence below.

Did you know that  

  ?

The CeltsVideoVideo
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GRAMMAR OPTIONS
● The grammar box gives a summary of the grammar areas that 

students will practise on this page.
● The grammar is presented in a complete grammar reference 

on page 114.
●  Visual grammar presentation

Warmer
Write the names of famous people on pieces of paper and give 
one to each student. Put them in pairs and have them ask yes /
no questions in the present tense to guess the identity of their 
partner. For example: Are you a sportsman? Are you a footballer? 
Do you play for a famous football team in Spain? Do you wear a 
white football shirt? Is your name Christiano Ronaldo?

1 Ask the students to use the words in brackets to complete the 
dialogue. Get the answers in feedback and ask why each verb tense 
is used.

Answers

1 Do, want
2  Is, staying
3  am waiting
4  is, doing
5  Is, looking for
6  is studying
7  says
8  am standing
9  need
10 are, standing
11 are, wearing
12 am wearing

2  Ask students to write the questions using the correct present tense. 
Walk around and correct as needed.

Answers

2  How do you go to school?
3  What are you studying this year?
4  What do you have for lunch?
5  How often do you see friends during the week?
6  What are you reading at the moment?
7  What do you usually do at the weekend?
8  Do you play any sports these days?
9  What films do you like watching?

3 Encourage students to ask for extra information, e.g. What time 
do you usually get up? Why do you get up so early / late? Remind 
them to write down their partner’s answers so they can use the 
information in the following exercise.

Answers Students’ own answers   

4 Ask the students to write about their partner using the information 
from exercise 3. Then ask them to share and read each other’s 
writing. They should try to correct any small mistakes.

Answers Students’ own answers   

Teaching tip
Ask students to share and read each other’s work after writing 
activities. This sets up peer correction and encourages them to 
help each other. It also gives them the opportunity to analyze the 
language and practise both reading and writing skills as well.

5 Ask the students to read the review and complete the text with the 
correct forms of the verbs. In feedback, ask students to give reasons 
for their answers. 

Answers

1  don't, like
2  takes
3  focuses
4  tries
5  is
6  shows
7  brings
8  gets
9  is reading
10 hates

Extra activity
Think of three historical novels such as The Help by Kathryn 
Stockett, Cry Freedom by John Briley, and The Grapes of Wrath by 
John Steinbeck and write a back cover blurb for each book. You can 
also find these on the Amazon website. Then have the students 
discuss which book they would like to read most and why.

Continuous assessment
Teacher’s Resource Book 
Grammar Support Worksheet: page 36, exercises 1–3
Grammar Consolidation Worksheet: page 37, exercises 1–3

37

Unit 1 gRAMMAR

              Present tense review

1

I live in Belgium. Kyle plays tennis once a week. 

Hi! I’m sitting on the bus. Where are you?

We’re living in Berlin this year, but we usually live  
in London.

I’m loving it!
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Grammar reference page 113

1 

2 

 What time do you usually get up?

3 

At quarter to seven.

What time do you usually get up?

What about at the weekend?

4 

Sara gets up at quarter to seven during the week. However, she 
gets up after ten o’clock on Sundays!

In the middle of his 111th birthday party, Bilbo Baggins 
puts on his ring and disappears.

Ship sinks in Sydney harbour.

H
is

to
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c 
p
re

se
n

t

Grammar reference page 113

5 

My reading list     by Katy

6 

FAST FINISHERS 
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Warmer
Ask the students to think of five words that they’ve recently 
learnt and write their definitions down. Encourage them to use 
a learner’s dictionary or an online dictionary to help them. Then 
put them in pairs and get them to test each other by asking 
What’s a word that means the same as ...?

8 Have students read the blog and then find out which ideas they 
liked best and why.

Answers Students’ own answers   

9 Write This year I'm going to ... on the board and tell the students 
some of your plans and ambitions. Then have them complete their 
fantasy lists together.

Answers Students’ own answers   

Teaching tip
Try to show the students how the imperative is often used to 
offer help or advice (highlight examples in the blog). Then show 
them other ways of making suggestions and write you should ..., 
you could ... and why don’t you ...? on the board so they can use 
the expressions in the next activity.

10 Have the students use the imperative and the expressions above to 
give advice. In pairs, students could take it in turns to say a problem 
and give advice.

Answers Students’ own answers   

Continuous assessment
Teacher’s Resource Book 
Vocabulary Support Worksheet: page 14, exercises 1–2
Vocabulary Consolidation Worksheet: page 15, exercises 1–2

3 Have students match the ideas and people together. Students 
compare and give reasons for their answers.

Answers

1  Imogen, Diarmuid and Scarlett are doing something new and 
completely different.

2 Reece doesn’t have any definite plans yet.
3 Diarmuid is a bit nervous about her holiday in Africa.
4 Imogen and Scarlett are doing a course.
5 Carmen is looking forward to practising her English.
6 Imogen is going to have a sporty holiday and Reece wants to do more 

exercise, too.

Extra activity
Ask the students to read the Study Skill but also get them to look 
for other synonyms for words or expressions such as go to, start, 
nervous, exciting, things, relaxing  (Answers: heading down, take 
up, worried, thrilling, stuff, lazing).

4 Ask the students to work together and answer the questions. Encourage 
them to use complete sentences rather than one-word answers.  

Answers

1  Winter can often be depressing so the writer thinks it’s important 
to ‘raise our spirits’ (feel happier) and have something nice to look 
forward to.

2 Lying on the beach and trying to get a suntan.
3 You need a surfboard and a wet suit to go surfing.
4 Carmen is looking forward to improving her English.
5 Reece needs to get fit because she eats too much and puts weight on 

in the winter.
6 The usual stuff probably means playing games, going on nature 

walks and trips and swimming in the lake.

5 Write the examples of looking forward to on the board and get the 
students to see that it’s followed by a gerund (seeing) or a noun (my 
birthday). Ask students to find the examples of look forward to in the text.  

Answers

It’s important to have something special to look forward to!
I’m looking forward to seeing her.
I’m looking forward to next summer!

6 Show students that can’t wait means the same thing as look 
forward to. Elicit from the students that it is followed by the 
infinitive. Ask students to write three things they are looking 
forward to and discuss them with a partner.

Answers Students’ own answers   

7 Ask them to discuss which ideas they liked best from the webpage 
and think of other different and unusual holiday ideas. 

Answers Students’ own answers   

Extra activity
Write the word voluntourism on the board and ask them to 
guess its meaning (it’s actually a blend, sometimes called a 
portmanteau, of the words volunteer and tourism). Ask them to 
discuss with their partner some voluntourism holiday ideas that 
they would like to do.

2
VOCABULARY         Life choices

3 

Matching information
STUDY
SKILL

4 

5 

look forward to
WORD
ZONE

6 

I’m looking forward to the weekend. We’re going camping. 

I’m looking forward to seeing the new James Bond film. 

I’m looking forward to doing nothing this weekend!

7 

Really? Why?

I’d like to do the film course 
at the summer camp.

I’d like to do something different 
this year and I love movies

8  

If you’re waiting for the right time to do something, you’ll wait 
forever. First of all, make sure you have a goal. For example, plan to 
do exercise twice a week for 20 minutes. Secondly, get active. Sitting 
at your desk and studying is important, but you must move, too! 
Here are my top suggestions, but I’m sure you can think of more. 

Do a course

brush 

go to the gym. Doing 
keep 

Look around 
you

9  

 1 take up … 
 2 do a course … 
 3 get to know … 

 4 sign up for … 

 5 learn about … 
 6 brush up … 

 7 set up … 
 8 train for … 
 9 join … 

10 

He should go to the gym and get fit. He’ll meet people there.
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Unit 1 WoRKBooK ANSWeRS

2 1  get up, leave
 2  is listening, am trying
 3  don’t like, love
 4  aren’t studying, are watching
 5  are you doing, are you chatting
 6  doesn’t buy, borrows them

3 1  he’s working from home.
 2  usually cycle in the city but today they are cycling in the country / park. 
 3   usually reads the newspaper / sport magazines, but today he’s 

reading a book.
 4  usually plays the piano but today she is playing the guitar.

4 1  are you doing
 2  Are you watching
 3  am not doing
 4  am writing
 5  takes
 6  tells
 7  am not revealing
 8  am drawing
 9  am publishing

Workbook page 11

1 1  D
 2  F
 3  E
 4  B
 5  G
 6  A
 7  H
 8  C

2 1  He does a writing course for young writers on a Scottish island.
 2  Football.
 3  Historical.
 4  To be a writer.
 5  Going to see a film before she has read the book.

3 1  D
 2  A
 3  B
 4  F
 5  E

4 1  Crime novels.
 2  On a pretty rough housing estate in Glasgow.
 3  His parents are really creative people.
 4  Bruno, a 9-year-old boy.
 5  He’s doing a creative writing course two evenings a week.
 6  A coming-of-age book and film.

5 Students’ own answers 

Workbook page 12

1 Students’ own answers

2  A telephone box in a village in the south of England that has been 
turned into a small, free library by the people who live in that village. 

Workbook page 13

3 1  D 
 2  A
 3  E
 4  B
 5  C

4 1  B
 2  C
 3  A
 4  B
 5  C
 6 C

Workbook page 8

1 B
2 1  Mac Bowers
 2  Morgan Casey
 3  Morgan Casey
 4  Charlie

3 1  There is easier access to technology.
 2  She writes at night in her spare time.
 3  She used to live in a big city in California.
 4  On her first day at her new high school.
 5  She regrets it immediately.      

4 Students’ own answers       

5 1  suggest
 2  praise
 3  vouch for 

6 Students’ own answers

Workbook page 9

7 1  crime
 2  classic
 3  graphic
 4  fantasy
 5  historical

8 1  autobiography
 2  science fiction story
 3  non-fiction book
 4  romance
 5  horror story
 6  biography
 7  adventure story

9 Students’ own answers

10 1  hardback
 2  paperback
 3  ebook
 4  back cover
 5  spine
 6  blurb
 7  front cover
 8  publisher
 9  author

11 1  front cover
 2  blurb
 3  paperback
 4  ebook
 5  author
 6  publisher
 7  Hardback
 8  Publisher
 9  Spine  

12 Students’ own answers

Workbook page 10

1 1 are you doing
 2  am talking
 3  Are you studying
 4  am doing
 5  do you want
 6  am sitting
 7  am not revising
 8  Do you fancy
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  1.9  Student’s Book page 11, exercise 2

D = Daisy, o = Oscar

D  Hey, Oscar!
O  Hi, Daisy! I haven’t seen you for ages! 
D   Yeah, it’s great to see you again. You look just the same.
O  Well, I hope I look a bit older. 
D  OK, just a bit. I’m so glad you found me on Facebook.
O  Well, you know how it is. I was a bit bored and I was looking for people 

I knew – and then I found you. When did we last see each other?
D  It must be two years ago.
O  Wow, two years. So where are you living now?
D  In Boston. You know, on the east coast of the USA.
O  Why did you move there? I can’t really remember.
D  We came over here because of my dad’s job. His company’s based 

here.
O  Right. So how are things? 
D  Great! I mean, it’s different ... but it’s exciting!

  1.10  Student’s Book page 11, exercises 3 and 4

o = Oscar, D = Daisy

O  Where do you live?
D  In the suburbs of Boston. It’s very pretty. Lots of trees and stuff.
O  Do you live in an apartment?
D   No – in a really big house. And it has a beautiful backyard – I 

mean, garden. 
O  You’ve become so American!
D   I don’t think so!
O  And how’s school?
D   It’s OK. It took me a long time to get used to it – the lessons are a 

bit easier, I think, but they give you loads of homework here! The 
funny thing is, everyone seems to like my English accent. They 
think it’s cute.

O  It is cute! What’s everyone else doing? What about your brother?
D Louie? He’s working for a TV production company in New York. 

He’s writing a comedy. He’s just loving it.
O  Cool! Is he living in New York, then?
D  Yeah. I visit him sometimes, but he rents a tiny apartment. 

Everything’s so expensive there.
O  And your mum?
D  She’s just started teaching in a local primary school. She used to 

teach in the UK, too. 
O  So what are you reading nowadays? I remember you always 

carried a book with you wherever you went.
D   It’s weird. I’m reading loads of nineteenth-century English 

novels.
O  Not American novels?
D  No! I’ve just finished Jane Eyre and now I’m reading Wuthering 

Heights!
O  I haven’t read either of them – but I’ve seen a film.
D  The films are always worse! But that’s enough about me. Tell me 

all about you! 

  1.17  Student’s Book page 16, exercise 3

S = Sam, N = Nicky

S   What are you reading at the moment, Nicky?
N   Nothing much. I’ve just finished the final Hunger Games book. 
S  Was it any good?
N   It was brilliant. Really exciting. But I don’t know really what to read next.
S  Well, if you want to read something a bit different, I’d really 

recommend Packing for Mars.
N  I’ve never heard of it. Is it a science fiction novel?
S  It is science, but it’s non-fiction.
N  Isn’t that a bit serious?
S  No way! It’s really funny!
N  So what’s it about?
S   It’s about what life’s really like for astronauts when they go into 

space. I mean, they face so many problems in space ships. 
N  Like what?
S  Well, the book explains that astronauts’ lives are 99% boredom! 

They have to do the same boring things every day. They get dirty 
because it’s difficult to wash. They get food all over the place 
because there’s no gravity – and going to the toilet is no joke, 
either. It can be a really messy business! And then they get cabin 
fever. Just imagine being stuck in an incredibly small space with 
other people for weeks or months.

N   I think I’d go crazy.
S  Me too. Just think – a round-trip to Mars would take three years!
N   The book sounds quite funny.
S  It’s hilarious, actually. But it teaches you a lot at the same time.  

There’s loads of information about space travel and science.
N   Who’s the author?
S  Mary Roach. She’s written other books, too – I haven’t read them, 

but they all get good reviews online.
N   Sounds interesting. Do you think I’d like it?
S  You’ll love it!
N  OK, I’ll get a copy.

  1.18  Student’s Book page 16, exercise 4

N = Nicky, S = Sam

N   If you want to read a science fiction novel, you should definitely 
read Fahrenheit 451.

S  Weird title. What’s that in Celsius?
N   Oh, I don’t know, but it’s the temperature paper burns at.
S   Uh huh. So I guess that fact’s important in the book?
N  You bet! In fact, the first line is ‘It was a pleasure to burn.’
S   Who’s it by?
N   Ray Bradbury.
S   Oh yeah. I’ve heard of him, I think.
N  He was a brilliant writer. He mainly wrote short stories, but this is 

a novel. 
S   So what’s Fahrenheit 451 about?
N  Well, it’s set in the future, in America. People don’t read books any 

more. People live kind of normal lives, and when they go home 
they just watch soap operas and stuff on huge screens. Everyone 
seems to be happy. But in this society all books are banned.

S  Why?
N  Because books make you think and question things. And then you 

might think life should be different. The government’s against that. 
So in this society, firemen are people who actually burn things – 
they burn books! But one of the firemen, Guy Montag, discovers 
reading and, well, he starts to question everything about his life. The 
Fire Department finds out and he has to get away. He becomes a 
criminal. It’s a really thought-provoking novel. I couldn’t put it down.

S   It sounds great – I can’t wait to read it! So, where’s the science 
fiction section?

Unit 1 TRANSCRIPTS
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This Teacher’s Book is a complete resource for planning your lessons and teaching your classes. It contains: The Teacher’s Resource Book contains photocopiable worksheets to supplement  
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Consolidation
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BOOK REVIEW

1 Choose the correct answer.

1 Some people find horror / autobiography stories too 
scary.

2 Science novel / fiction books look at what the world 
might be like in the future.

3 Most crime / romance novels have at least one detective.
4 A graphic novel / biography is full of illustrations.
5 A romance / historical novel is always set in the past.
6 A(n) autobiography / biography is written by the same 

person the book is about. 

2 Match the parts of the sentences.

1 Frankenstein is a well-known horror F
2 It was written _
3 It was published _
4 The main character _
5 Much of the story is set _
6 The author often refers _
7 My favourite part is when _
8 I recommend _

A in 1818.
B the creature comes to life.
C in Geneva in Switzerland.
D is a scientist called Victor Frankenstein.
E Mary Shelley’s short stories, too.
F story about a monster.
G to the monster as ‘the creature’.
H by Mary Shelley.

THINGS WE READ

3 Complete the words in the sentences.

1 Have you seen this f l y e r about a new sports centre in 
town?

2 There’s a lot of choice on the lunchtime m _ _ u.
3 I need to buy a gr _ _ t _ _ _ s  c _ _ d for my grandma. 

It’s her birthday.
4 Tessa just bought a new coat from the autumn / winter 

c _ _ alo _ _ _ .
5 Are you going to watch the pr _ _ r _ _ _ e on graphic 

novels tonight on TV?
6 Andrew is writing a b _ _ g about his travels around the 

world. 

4 Complete the sentences with the words below.

advertisement     blurb      
diagram     instructions     note

1 There’s a really funny advertisement for cat food out at 
the moment!

2 I can never follow simple   to build a 
piece of furniture.

3 Sorry, Dad! I didn’t buy any milk because I didn’t see your 
  .

4 Anita, please help me to draw this   
for my maths homework.

5 The   on this book makes it sound 
really interesting.

VERB ZONE

5 Choose the correct answer.

1 This book is so good, I can’t put it through / down! 
2 In the book, we see Tom grow / bring up and become 

an adult.
3 I’ve only read on / flicked through the book so far, but I 

can see that it’s a great science fiction story. 
4 I’m sorry to bring up / put down the subject, but have 

you still got my Charles Dickens book? 
5 R ebecca is determined to get / read on to the very end, 

even if she has to stay up all night!
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1

2

3

4

6

5

8

7

9

Vocabulary and Grammar Worksheets

● These worksheets provide extra practice of the key 
vocabulary and grammar from each Student’s Book unit. 

● They are available at two levels: Support for weaker 
students and Consolidation for average-level students.

Speaking Worksheets

● The Speaking Worksheets provide fun and varied speaking 
activities for all students.

Festivals

● These worksheets contain motivating texts and activities 
about festivals from throughout the English-speaking  
world for all students.
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TEACHER SUPPORTTeacher’s Resource Book 

Teacher’s Audio Material

 Guidance and 
answers for all the 
activities in the 
Student’s Book

5

 Clear signposting 
to supplementary 
support material 
for continuous 
assessment 

7

The Teacher’s Resource Book contains photocopiable worksheets to supplement  
the material in each Student’s Book unit and support students’ learning. 

The Teacher’s Resource Book contains the following sections:

Full audio is available to download on the website. It is organised in the following way: 

● Student’s Book Audio 1: Units 1–3 + Review Units 1–3

● Student’s Book Audio 2: Units 4–6 + Review Units 4–6

● Student’s Book Audio 3: Units 7–9 + Review Units 7–9, End-of-Unit Reviews

● Student’s Book Audio 4: Prepare for Exams, Stories, Pronunciation

● Workbook Audio

● Teacher’s Resource Book Audio

 

1 Vocabulary Worksheet
Consolidation

Photocopiable © Richmond Publishing S.A. de C.V., 2015

BOOK REVIEW

1 Complete the sentences.

1 I enjoyed reading the ex-president’s autobiography.
2 The Swiss Family Robinson is an excellent adventure 

s y for children.
3 My dad loves reading science f n 

stories.
4 Zara has just finished reading a non-f n 

book about the first ascent of Mount Everest.
5 Don Quixote is a classic n l by Miguel 

de Cervantes.
6 Graphic n s are very popular in Japan.

2 Choose the correct answer.

Frankenstein is a 1 horror story / non-fiction book about 
a monster that was created by a scientist. The novel was 
2 written / wrote by Mary Shelley. It 3 was published / 
published in 1818. Much of the story is set 4 in / to Geneva, 
in Switzerland. The 5 main character / plot is a scientist 
called Victor Frankenstein. He creates a monster, who 
the author often refers 6 after / to as ‘the creature’. My 
7 point of view / favourite part is when the creature comes 
to life. I 8 recommend / refer Mary Shelley’s short stories, 
as well as Frankenstein. They’re very different.

THINGS WE READ

3 Complete the sentences with the words below. There 
are three you don’t need.

advertisement     blog     blurb     catalogue     flyer     
greetings card     menu     message     programme

1 Have you seen this flyer about a new sports centre 
in town?

2 The lunchtime   isn’t usually as 
extensive as the evening one in this restaurant. 

3 I must buy a   for my grandma. Last 
year, I forgot to send one, and she was a bit upset.

4 I’ve just received the autumn / winter   
in the post. I’m looking forward to choosing something 
from it.

5 Are you going to watch the TV   on 
graphic novels tonight?

6 Some people write a   about their 
travels, but it isn’t something that appeals to me.

4 Match two boxes each time to make words. Then 
complete the sentences.

te

no

blchures instruc

notisement

advert bro

tions dia

icegram greetingscard

urb

1 There’s a really funny fast food advertisement out at the 
moment! I saw it at the cinema yesterday.

2 Sally chose the book because the back cover 
  made it sound really interesting.

3 Mum has just picked up some new holiday 
 . I hope we’re going somewhere 
exciting!

4 Why are   to build furniture always so 
complicated? I can never follow them!

5 Sorry, Dad! I didn’t buy any milk because I didn’t see your 
  on the kitchen table this morning.

6 Look, there’s a   on the wall about our 
school concert. I hope loads of people come.

7 Anita, please help me to draw this   
for maths. It’s really complicated.

8 Toby received a     
in the post from his uncle in Germany. 

VERB ZONE

5 Choose the correct answer.

1 This book is so good, I can’t put it through / down / on! 
2 In the book, we see Tom grow / put / bring up and 

become an adult.
3 I’ve only read on / flicked through / put down the book 

so far, but I can see that it’s a great science fiction story. 
4 I’m sorry to read on / bring up / put down the subject, 

but have you still got my Charles Dickens book?
5 Rebecca is determined to flick / get / read on to the very 

end, even if she has to stay up all night!
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1 Vocabulary Worksheet
Consolidation

Photocopiable © Richmond Publishing S.A. de C.V., 2015

BOOK REVIEW

1 Choose the correct answer.

1 Some people find horror / autobiography stories too 
scary.

2 Science novel / fiction books look at what the world 
might be like in the future.

3 Most crime / romance novels have at least one detective.
4 A graphic novel / biography is full of illustrations.
5 A romance / historical novel is always set in the past.
6 A(n) autobiography / biography is written by the same 

person the book is about. 

2 Match the parts of the sentences.

1 Frankenstein is a well-known horror F
2 It was written _
3 It was published _
4 The main character _
5 Much of the story is set _
6 The author often refers _
7 My favourite part is when _
8 I recommend _

A in 1818.
B the creature comes to life.
C in Geneva in Switzerland.
D is a scientist called Victor Frankenstein.
E Mary Shelley’s short stories, too.
F story about a monster.
G to the monster as ‘the creature’.
H by Mary Shelley.

THINGS WE READ

3 Complete the words in the sentences.

1 Have you seen this f l y e r about a new sports centre in 
town?

2 There’s a lot of choice on the lunchtime m _ _ u.
3 I need to buy a gr _ _ t _ _ _ s  c _ _ d for my grandma. 

It’s her birthday.
4 Tessa just bought a new coat from the autumn / winter 

c _ _ alo _ _ _ .
5 Are you going to watch the pr _ _ r _ _ _ e on graphic 

novels tonight on TV?
6 Andrew is writing a b _ _ g about his travels around the 

world. 

4 Complete the sentences with the words below.

advertisement     blurb      
diagram     instructions     note

1 There’s a really funny advertisement for cat food out at 
the moment!

2 I can never follow simple   to build a 
piece of furniture.

3 Sorry, Dad! I didn’t buy any milk because I didn’t see your 
  .

4 Anita, please help me to draw this   
for my maths homework.

5 The   on this book makes it sound 
really interesting.

VERB ZONE

5 Choose the correct answer.

1 This book is so good, I can’t put it through / down! 
2 In the book, we see Tom grow / bring up and become 

an adult.
3 I’ve only read on / flicked through the book so far, but I 

can see that it’s a great science fiction story. 
4 I’m sorry to bring up / put down the subject, but have 

you still got my Charles Dickens book? 
5 R ebecca is determined to get / read on to the very end, 

even if she has to stay up all night!
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2 Write questions using the present simple or the present 
continuous.

0 What time / you / usually / study / after school?
What time do you usually study after school?

1 you / study / anything interesting at school / at the 
moment?
 

2 What types of book / your brother / like reading?
 

3 What book / she / read / at the moment?
 

4 How often / your parents / go / to the library?
 

5 Who / your / favourite author / this year?
 

5

3 Correct the mistakes in the use of the present tense.

The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger
Critics of all time 0 are describing this book as one of the 
best coming-of-age novels. The story 1 is focusing on the 
life of 16-year-old Holden Caulfield after he is expelled 
from school and 2 is running away to New York. He 3 retell 
the events that happened to him over a three-day period. 
The author 4 is using lots of popular teenage words and 
expressions. The novel 5 send out the message that we 
should all remain hopeful and true to ourselves.
0 describe
1  
2  
3  
4  
5  

5

4 Choose the correct answer.

My new e-book reader 0 is / has been amazing! 
I 1 have already read / already read two novels. 
I 2 get / ’ve got really interested in crime novels lately 
too. They’re fantastic. I 3 haven’t liked / don’t like them 
all, but my favourite is called Theodore Boone by John 
Grisham. I 4 write / ’ve written a review about it on 
the book section of my blog. Have a look! But I 
5 ’ve run / run out of books to read now. Anyone got 
any recommendations?

5

5 Complete the conversations with the present perfect 
simple form and for or since.

0 How long have you gone (you / go) to your present school?
I have gone to my present school for four years.

1 How long   (you / have) 
your favourite piece of clothing?
I   my favourite piece of 
clothing   Christmas.

2 How long   
(your mum / work) at her present job?
She   at her present job 
  two years.

3 How long   (you / know) 
your best friend?
I   my best friend 
  I was a child.

4 How long   
(your brother / own) his laptop?
He   his laptop 
  six months.

5 How long   
(you / be able to) speak English?
I   speak English 
  2010

5

6 Write explanations using the present perfect simple 
and the words in brackets. 

0 Louise looks excited.
book her holiday online a moment ago (just)
She’s just booked her holiday online a moment ago.

1 Jason’s hair is really long.
not have a haircut (yet)
 

2 Hannah knows the good news.
speak to her sister (already)
 

3 Emma is yawning and looks tired.
go to bed (yet)
 

4 William doesn’t want to see the film.
saw it last week (already)
 

5 Tom is relaxing on the sofa in front of the TV.
get back from the gym ten minutes ago (just)
 

5

Grammar total 30
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1 Test Consolidation
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1 Complete the book review with the words below.

character    narrator    novel     plot    set in    was written

The Outsiders
The Outsiders is a coming-of-age 0 novel, which 
1   by S.E Hinton and was first 
published in 1967. The novel is 2   
Oklahoma, US, in 1965. The 3   is 
the main 4   , a 14-year-old boy 
Ponyboy Curtis. The 5   follows 
the boy and his struggles with right and wrong in a society 
in which he believes he is an outsider.

5

2 Read the texts and choose the correct answer, A or B.

0 Sam, can you get some milk from the shop when 
you’re out? Thanks!

A note
B diagram

1
 

Club Sandwich
Toasted white bread with chicken, bacon, lettuce, 
tomato, egg and mayonnaise 

 A flyer
B menu

2

 

Visit Mexico
History, Culture and Festivities. Experience what 
Mexico has to offer.

A message
B brochure

3 For Sale
156 inch laptop, 320 GB, only 1 year old, £150

A advertisement
B blurb

4 Happy Birthday!
Love, Sasha 

A greetings card
B leaflet

5 Remove the cardboard sleeve and pierce the cellophane 
lid. Place in the microwave for three minutes.

A notice
B instructions

5

3 Choose the correct answer.

0 I grew up / brought up with two brothers and three 
sisters. I had a big family.

1 I was reading on / flicking through a magazine in the 
shop while I waited for my friend.

2 The new Suzanne Collins book is fantastic. I can’t 
put it down / read it on.

3 My grandmother was grown up / brought up by her 
aunt on a farm in the countryside.

4 I’ve been reading on / flicking through the brochure 
and I’ve spotted a nice hotel.

5 I reached the third chapter of the book, but I found it 
difficult to flick through / read on as the plot was so 
boring.

5

Vocabulary total 15

GRAMMAR

1 Complete the conversation with the present simple or 
present continuous form of the verbs in brackets.

Alex: Hey, Cara. 0 Are you reading (read) that book I lent you 
last week?
Cara: No, this is The Hunger Games by Susanne Collins.
Alex: 1   you   (have) 
any plans for this afternoon? There’s a book signing in town 
later.
Cara: I know! It 2   (be) at the National 
Library again, right?
Alex: No, this time it’s at a local bookshop. It 3   
   (start) at 3pm. 4   
you   (think) I should ask Leona to come? 
She 5   (love) this kind of thing.
Cara: Yes, definitely. What 6   she 
  (do) at the moment? 7   
she   (revise) in the library?
Alex: No, she 8   (eat) in the canteen. 
I 9   (wait) for her to call me, actually, 
so I can tell her about it then. 
Cara: OK, great. I 10   (need) to see my 
teacher now. See you later.

5

82 UNIT 1 TEST  Consolidation
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Vocabulary and Grammar Worksheets

● These worksheets provide extra practice of the key 
vocabulary and grammar from each Student’s Book unit. 

● They are available at two levels: Support for weaker 
students and Consolidation for average-level students.

Speaking Worksheets

● The Speaking Worksheets provide fun and varied speaking 
activities for all students.

Festivals

● These worksheets contain motivating texts and activities 
about festivals from throughout the English-speaking  
world for all students.

Tests

● There is a four-page written Test and a Speaking Test 
for each Student’s Book unit that thoroughly covers key 
language and skills. There are also Tests for the end of every 
three units, and two End-of-Year Tests.

● The Tests are available at two levels to ensure that all 
students are challenged. Use the Consolidation level Tests 
for weaker and average level students, and Extension level 
Tests for stronger students. 

● There is a Diagnostic Test to do with students at the 
beginning of the course. It will help you identify stronger 
and weaker students. 

See the Introduction of the Teacher’s Resource Book for more 
details on how to use each of the sections.
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Teacher’s i-book 

 Use the Richmond 
i-tools to make 
the most of the 
interactive activities.

6

 Interactive Answer key5

Bring your teaching to life in the classroom. The Teacher’s i-book is a fully interactive 
version of the course for interactive whiteboards, which integrates all the teaching 
and learning materials cross-referenced into one single format for use with a 
smart board or projector:

● Student’s Book

● Workbook

● Teacher’s Resource Book

● Teacher’s Book

● Interactive Answer key for all the Student’s Book and Workbook exercises

● Audio material and transcripts

● Audiovisual material

● Visual grammar presentations

● Extra interactive practice to reinforce the lesson content

● Additional interactive activities

Visual grammar presentations

Touch  on the Student’s Book pages to 
access the grammar animations:

The one-touch zoom-in feature guarantees the easiest and quickest access to all 
the exercises, answers, audio material, transcripts and teaching notes. Touch the 
exercises or links to other books on the Student’s Book pages to access:

Audiovisual material

Touch the video screen on the 
Student’s Book or Workbook pages to 
access the videos. You can also access 
all the videos for the level using the 
video icon at the bottom of the screen. 

 Interlinked 
components at  
page level

2

 Additional smart board 
activities provide digital 
alternatives to the lessons.

1

 Extra interactive 
practice reinforces 
the lesson content.

3

 All course materials 
included

4

1

2

3
4

6

5

Extra interactive practice

Touch  on the Student’s Book pages to access the games:

   Offline  
and online 

multi-device 
versions

available 
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TEACHER’S i-BOOK

Visual grammar presentations

Touch  on the Student’s Book pages to 
access the grammar animations:

Audiovisual material

Touch the video screen on the 
Student’s Book or Workbook pages to 
access the videos. You can also access 
all the videos for the level using the 
video icon at the bottom of the screen. 

Save all your teaching sessions to meet 
the needs of each individual class.

Additional IWB activities

Touch    on the Student’s Book pages to access the 
IWB activities:

Extra interactive practice

Touch  on the Student’s Book pages to access the games:

The Richmond i-tools    

Take the book and make it yours by inserting notes, links 
and external files. It is also possible to write or paint on 
the i-book and in the zoom windows.

 Direct access to all 
the  videos for the 
level.

7

 Show and hide 
subtitles.

8

 Use the Richmond i-tools 
to complete the activities .

9

7

8

9
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